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We prove vanishing results for the cohomology of unitary Shimura varieties with
integral coefficients at arbitrary level, and deduce applications to the weight part
of Serre’s conjecture. In order to do this, we show that the mod p cohomology of
a smooth projective variety with semistable reduction over K, a finite extension
of Qp , embeds into the reduction modulo p of a semistable Galois representation
with Hodge–Tate weights in the expected range (at least after semisimplifying, in
the case of the cohomological degree greater than 1).
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The aim of this paper is to establish vanishing results for the cohomology of
certain unitary similitude groups. For example, we prove the following result:

Theorem A. Let X be a projective U.2; 1/-Shimura variety of some sufficiently
small level, and let F be a canonical local system of Fp-vector spaces on X . Let m
be a maximal ideal of the Hecke algebra acting on the cohomology H �.X;F/, and
suppose that there is a Galois representation �m WGF ! GL3.Fp/ associated to m.
If we suppose further that we have SL3.k/� �m.GF /� F�p SL3.k/ for some finite
extension k=Fp , and that �mjGQp

is 1-regular and irreducible, then the localisations
H i

ét.XQ;F/m vanish in degrees i ¤ 2.
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(See Corollary 3.5.1 and Lemma 4.1.9 below, and see Sections 2 and 3 for the
precise definitions that we are using; for simplicity we work with U.2; 1/-Shimura
varieties1 over a quadratic imaginary field F . Note that “sufficiently small level”
means that the compact open subgroup defining the level is sufficiently small.
We say that a Galois representation is associated to a maximal ideal of a Hecke
algebra if there is the usual relation between Hecke polynomials and characteristic
polynomials of Frobenius elements at unramified places; see Section 3.4 for a
precise definition.)

In fact, we prove a version of this result for U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura varieties under
weaker assumptions on �m; however, in general we can only prove vanishing in
degrees outside of the range Œn=2; .3n� 4/=2�.

We also prove the following result, which makes no explicit reference to a
maximal ideal in the Hecke algebra:

Theorem B. Let X and F be as in the statement of Theorem A. If � is a 3-
dimensional irreducible sub-GF -representation of the étale cohomology group
H 1

ét.XQ;F/, then either every irreducible subquotient of �jGQp
is 1-dimensional, or

else �jGQp
is not 1-regular, or else �.GF / is not generated by its subset of regular

elements.

Note that in neither theorem do we make any assumption on the level of the
Shimura variety at p.

A Galois representation �m as in the statement of Theorem A is known to exist if
m corresponds to a system of Hecke eigenvalues arising from the reduction mod p of
the Hecke eigenvalues attached to some automorphic Hecke eigenform. Furthermore,
recent work of Scholze [2013] (which appeared after the first version of this paper
was written) implies that such a representation exists for any maximal ideal m.

It seems reasonable to believe that any irreducible sub-GF -representation of any
of the étale cohomology groups H i

ét.XQ;F/ for any of the Shimura varieties under
consideration should in fact be a constituent of �m for some maximal ideal m of the
Hecke algebra. However, this doesn’t seem to be known, and relating the “abstract”
GF -representations �m to the “physical” GF -representations appearing on étale
cohomology is one of the problems we have to deal with in proving our results.

Application to Serre-type conjectures. We are able to combine our results with
those of [Emerton et al. 2013] so as to establish cases of the weight part of the Serre-
type conjecture of [Herzig 2009] for U.2; 1/. More precisely, we have the following
result (where the assertion that � is modular means that the corresponding system
of Hecke eigenvalues occurs in the mod p cohomology of some U.2; 1/-Shimura
variety; see Theorem 3.5.6 and Lemma 4.1.9.)

1These Shimura varieties might more properly be called GU.2; 1/-Shimura varieties; see Section 3
for their definition.
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Theorem C. Suppose � WGF !GL3.Fp/ satisfies SL3.k/� �.GF /� F�p SL3.k/
for some finite extension k=Fp, that �jGQp

is irreducible and 1-regular, and that
� is modular of some strongly generic weight. Then the set of generic weights for
which � is modular is exactly the set predicted by the recipe of [Herzig 2009].

Relationship with a mod p analogue of Arthur’s conjecture. Arthur [1989, §9]
made a quite precise conjecture regarding the systems of Hecke eigenvalues that
appear in the L2-automorphic spectrum of any reductive group over a number
field, which has consequences for the nature of the Hecke eigenvalues appearing
in the cohomology of Shimura varieties. For our purposes it suffices to describe
a qualitative version of these consequences: namely, Arthur’s conjecture implies
that if � is a system of Hecke eigenvalues appearing in the degree-i cohomology,
where i is less than the middle dimension, then � is attached (in the sense of, e.g.,
[Buzzard and Gee 2014; Johansson 2013]) to a reducible Galois representation (i.e.,
one which factors through a parabolic subgroup of the L-group).

The fragmentary evidence available suggests that a similar statement will be
true for the mod p cohomology of Shimura varieties. Our Theorems A and B give
further evidence in this direction.

p-adic Hodge theory. In order to prove these theorems, we establish some new
results about the p-adic Hodge-theoretic properties of the étale cohomology of vari-
eties over a number field or p-adic field with coefficients in a field of characteristic p.
In the first section we establish results about the mod p étale cohomology of varieties
over number fields or p-adic fields which, although weaker in their conclusions,
are substantially broader in the scope of their application than previously known
mod p comparison theorems. For example, we prove the following result (see
Theorem 1.4.1 below):

Theorem D. Let K be a finite extension of Qp, and write GK for the abso-
lute Galois group of K. If X is a smooth projective variety over K which has
semistable reduction, and if � is an irreducible subquotient of theGK-representation
H i

ét.XK ; Fp/, then � also embeds as a subquotient of a GK-representation over Fp

which is the reduction modulo the maximal ideal of a GK-invariant Zp-lattice in a
GK-representation over Qp which is semistable with Hodge–Tate weights contained
in the interval Œ�i; 0�.

Both the hypotheses and the conclusions of our theorems are rather precisely
tailored to maximise (as far as we are able) their utility in applications to the analysis
of Galois representations occurring in the cohomology of Shimura varieties, which
we give in the third section.

The remaining two sections of the paper are devoted respectively to using integral
p-adic Hodge theory (Breuil modules with descent data) to establish a result related
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to the reductions of tamely potentially semistable p-adic representations of GQp

(Section 2) and to proving some technical results about group representations
(Section 4). The result of Section 2 is an essential ingredient in the arguments
of Section 3, while the results of Section 4 provide sufficient conditions for the
various representation-theoretic hypotheses appearing in the results of Section 3 to
be satisfied.

Remark on related papers. Very general vanishing theorems for the mod p coho-
mology of Shimura varieties have been proved by Lan and Suh [2013]; however, their
results apply only in situations of good reduction and for coefficients corresponding
to small Serre weights, which makes them unsuitable for the kinds of applications we
have in mind, e.g., to the weight part of Serre-type conjectures. In the ordinary case
there is the work of Mokrane and Tilouine [2002, §9] in the Siegel case and Dimitrov
[2005, §6.4] in the case of Hilbert modular varieties. Finally, in a recent preprint,
Shin [2013] proved a general vanishing result for cohomology outside of middle
degree for the part of the mod p cohomology which is supercuspidal at some prime
l ¤ p, by completely different methods from those of this paper. It seems plausible
that, via the mod p local Langlands correspondence for GLn.Ql/, Shin’s hypothesis
could be interpreted as a condition on the restriction to a decomposition group at
l of the relevant mod p Galois representations, whereas our conditions involve the
restriction to a decomposition group at p, so our results appear to be complementary.

Conventions. For any field K we let GK denote a choice of absolute Galois group
of K.

If K is a finite field, then by a Frobenius element in GK we will always mean
a geometric Frobenius element. We extend this convention in an evident way to
Frobenius elements at primes in Galois groups of number fields, and to Frobenius
elements in Galois groups of local fields.

If K is a local field, then we denote by OK the ring of integers of K, by IK the
inertia subgroup ofGK , by WK the Weil group ofK (the subgroup ofGK consisting
of elements whose reduction modulo IK is an integral power of Frobenius), and by
WDK the Weil–Deligne group of K.

If K is a number field and v is a finite place of K, then we will write Kv for the
completion of K at v and OKv for its ring of integers. We will write OK;.v/ for the
localisation of OK at the prime ideal v.

We will write Zp for the ring of integers in Qp (a fixed algebraic closure of Qp),
and mZp for the maximal ideal of Zp.

We let ! denote the mod p cyclotomic character. We will denote a Teichmüller
lift with a tilde, so that for example z! is the Teichmüller lift of !.

We use the traditional normalisation of Hodge–Tate weights, with respect to
which the cyclotomic character has Hodge–Tate weight 1.
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By a closed geometric point x of a scheme X , we mean a morphism of schemes
x W Spec�!X for a separably closed field �, whose image is a closed point x of
X , and such that the induced embedding �.x/ ,!� (where �.x/ denotes the residue
field of x) identifies � with a separable closure of �.x/. If x is a closed geometric
point of a Noetherian scheme X , then we let OX;x denote the local ring of X at x,
i.e., the stalk, in the étale topology on X , of the structure sheaf of X at x; we let
.OX;x/

^ denote the completion of OX;x , and we write .Xx/^ WD Spf..OX;x/^/, and
refer to .Xx/^ as the formal completion of X along the closed geometric point x.

The symbol G will always denote a group; in Section 3 it will be a certain
algebraic group, and in Section 4 it will be a finite group.

1. p-adic Hodge theoretic properties of mod p cohomology

1.1. Introduction. We now describe in more detail our results on the integral p-
adic Hodge theory of the étale cohomology of projective varieties, which are perhaps
the most novel part of this paper.

It is well-known that integral p-adic Hodge theory is less robust than the corre-
sponding theory with rational coefficients; for example, the comparison theorems
for integral and mod p étale cohomology due to Fontaine and Messing [1987] and
Faltings [1989] involve restrictions both on the degrees of cohomology and the
dimensions of the varieties considered, and they also require that the field K be
absolutely unramified and that the variety under consideration be of good reduction.
More recently, Caruso [2008] has proved an integral comparison theorem in the case
of semistable reduction for possibly ramified fields K, but there are still restrictions:
his result requires that ei < p� 1, where e is the absolute ramification index of K,
and i is the degree of cohomology under consideration.

These restrictions are unfortunate, since mod p and integral p-adic Hodge
theory are among the most powerful local tools available for the analysis of Galois
representations occurring in the mod p étale cohomology of varieties. The premise
that underlies the present work is that frequently in such applications one does
not need a precise comparison theorem relating the mod p étale cohomology
to an analogous structure involving mod p de Rham or crystalline cohomology.
Rather, one often uses the comparison theorem merely to draw much less specific
conclusions, such as that the Galois representations occurring in certain mod p étale
cohomology spaces are in the essential image of the Fontaine–Laffaille functor,
applied to Fontaine–Laffaille modules whose Fontaine–Laffaille numbers lie in
some prescribed range. Our aim is to establish results of the latter type in more
general contexts than they have previously been proved.

The precise direction of our work is informed to a significant extent by the
fairly recent development of a rich internal integral p-adic Hodge theory, by Breuil
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[2000], Kisin [2006], Liu [2008] and others. What we mean here by the word
“internal” is that these developments have been directed not so much at applications
to comparison theorems, but rather at the purely Galois-theoretic problem of giving
a p-adic Hodge-theoretic description of Galois-invariant lattices in crystalline
or semistable Galois representations, and of the mod p Galois representations
that appear in the reductions of such lattices. These tools, especially the theory
of Breuil modules [2000], which provides the desired description of the mod p
representations arising as reductions of such lattices, have proved very useful in
arithmetic applications. Because of the availability of these tools, it has become both
possible and worthwhile to move beyond the Fontaine–Laffaille context in integral
p-adic Hodge theory. While Caruso’s work mentioned above is a significant step in
this direction, an important aspect of the present work will be the consideration of
situations in which the bound ei <p�1, required for the validity of the comparison
theorem of [Caruso 2008], does not hold.

Our goal, then, is to establish in various situations that a Galois representation
appearing in the mod p étale cohomology of a variety can be embedded in the
reduction of a Galois-invariant lattice contained in a crystalline or semistable Galois
representation, with Hodge–Tate weights lying in some specified range (namely,
the range that one would expect given the degree of the cohomology space under
consideration). Since, in arithmetic situations, one frequently has to make a ramified
base change in order to obtain good or semistable reduction, and since the resulting
descent data on the associated Breuil module typically then play an important role
in whatever analysis has to be undertaken, we also prove results in certain cases of
potentially semistable reduction which allow us to gain some control over these
descent data.

The idea underlying our approach is very simple. Suppose that X is a variety
over a p-adic field K. If i is some degree of cohomology, then we have a short
exact sequence

0�!H i
ét.XK ;Zp/=pH

i
ét.XK ;Zp/�!H i

ét.XK ; Fp/�!H iC1
ét .XK ;Zp/Œp��!0;

as well as an isomorphism

Qp˝Zp H
i
ét.XK ;Zp/ �!

� H i
ét.XK ;Qp/:

Thus, if both H i
ét.XK ;Zp/ and H iC1

ét .XK ;Zp/ are torsion-free, then we see that
H i

ét.XK ; Fp/ is the reduction mod p of H i
ét.XK ;Zp/, which is a Galois-invariant

lattice in H i
ét.XK ;Qp/. Furthermore, the usual comparison theorems of rational

p-adic Hodge theory [Faltings 1989; Tsuji 1999] can be applied to conclude that
this latter representation is, e.g., crystalline (if X is proper with good reduction) or
semistable (if X is proper with semistable reduction).
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The obstruction to implementing this idea is that we have no reason to believe in
general that H i

ét.XK ;Zp/ and H iC1
ét .XK ;Zp/ will be torsion-free. To get around

this difficulty, we engage in various dévissages using the weak Lefschetz theorem.
To explain these, first consider the case when X is a projective curve and i D 1. In
this case all the cohomology with Zp-coefficients is certainly torsion-free, and so
H 1

ét.XK ; Fp/ is the reduction of a Galois-invariant lattice in H 1
ét.XK ;Qp/. Now

a simple induction using the weak Lefschetz theorem shows that for any smooth
projective variety X over K there is an embedding

H 1
ét.XK ; Fp/ ,!H 1

ét.CK ; Fp/;

where C is a smooth projective curve. Furthermore, if X has good (respectively
semistable) reduction, we can ensure that the same is true of C . This gives the
desired result in the case of H 1 (ignoring for a moment the problem of obtaining a
refinement dealing with descent data in the potentially semistable case).

For higher degrees of cohomology, a more elaborate dévissage is required. The
key point, again established via the weak Lefschetz theorem, is that if X is smooth
and projective of dimension d , and if Y and Z are sufficiently generic hyperplane
sections of X , then the cohomology of the pair ..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K/, with either
Zp or Fp coefficients, vanishes in degrees other than d (see Section A.3 of the
appendix; note that X nY is affine), so thatHd

ét ..X nY /K ; .ZnY /K ;Zp/ is torsion-
free and is thus a Galois-invariant lattice in Hd

ét ..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ;Qp/, which
is potentially semistable by [Yamashita 2011], and whose reduction is equal to
Hd

ét ..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ; Fp/. Such relative cohomology spaces are the essential
ingredient of the basic lemma of [Beilinson 1987], and we learned the idea of using
them as building blocks for the cohomology of varieties from Nori [2002], who
has used the basic lemma as the foundation of his approach to the construction of
motives. Indeed, our present approach to integral p-adic Hodge theory was inspired
by Beilinson’s and Nori’s work.

1.2. Bertini-type theorems. We begin by giving a straightforward generalisation
of some of the results of [Jannsen and Saito 2012], which build on the results
of [Poonen 2004] to prove Bertini-type theorems for varieties with semistable
reduction over a discrete valuation ring. It will be convenient to allow K to
denote either a number field, or a field of characteristic zero that is complete
with respect to a discrete valuation with perfect residue field kK of character-
istic p. We abbreviate these two situations as “the global case” and “the local
case” respectively, and in the former case we will let v denote a place of K
dividing p.

We recall the following definition:
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Definition 1.2.1. Suppose first that we are in the local case. We then say that a
projective OK-scheme X is semistable if it is regular and flat over Spec OK , and if
the special fibre Xs is reduced and is a normal crossings divisor; equivalently, a
finite-type OK-scheme X is semistable if, at each closed geometric point x of Xs ,
there is an isomorphism of complete local rings

.Ox;X/
^
Š ..Osh

K/
^/ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/;

where .Osh
K/
^ is the completion of the strict Henselisation of OK (equivalently, the

completion of the ring of integers in the maximal unramified algebraic extension
of K), the element $K is a uniformiser of .Osh

K/
^, and 1�m� n. We say that X

is strictly semistable if it is semistable and if the special fibre Xs is a strict normal
crossings divisor.

Again in the local case, we say that a smooth projective K-scheme has good
reduction if it admits a smooth projective model over OK , and that it has (strictly)
semistable reduction if it admits an extension to a projective OK-scheme which is
(strictly) semistable in the sense of the preceding definition.

In the global case, we say that a smooth projective K-scheme has good reduction
at v if it admits a smooth projective model over OK;.v/, and that it has (strictly)
semistable reduction at v if it admits a (strictly) semistable projective model over
OK;.v/, i.e., a projective model over OK;.v/ whose base change over OKv is (strictly)
semistable in the sense of the preceding definition.

Remark 1.2.2. Note that our definition of a semistable OK-scheme (putting our-
selves in the local case) includes the requirement that the scheme be regular. This
is the definition that is frequently adopted in the theory of semistable reduction,
and it is well-suited to our intended applications. Recall that, with this definition,
semistability is not preserved under the base change to OL, if L is a finite extension
of K, unless L=K is unramified or the original scheme is in fact smooth over OK ;
see also Remark 1.5.2 below.

Proposition 1.2.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety over K with strictly
semistable (respectively good) reduction (at v, in the global case). Then there
are smooth hypersurface sections Y and Z of X (with respect to an appropriately
chosen embedding of X into some projective space) such that Y and Z intersect
transversely, and all of Y , Z, and Y \Z have strictly semistable (respectively
good) reduction (at v, in the global case).

Proof. We first handle the local case. Choose an extension X of X to an OK-scheme
that is projective and smooth (in the good reduction case) or strictly semistable
(in the strictly semistable reduction case), and fix an embedding of X into some
projective space over OK . By Corollaries 0 and 1 of [Jannsen and Saito 2012]
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(or, perhaps more precisely, by their proofs) we can find a hypersurface section Y of
X such that Y is again either smooth or strictly semistable over OK . We take Y to
be the generic fibre of Y. By Remark 0(ii), together with Lemma 1 and the remark
immediately before Corollary 1, of [Jannsen and Saito 2012], we see that in order
to find Z it is enough to check that, given a finite collection X1; : : : ; Xn of smooth
projective schemes in PN

=kK
, there is a common hypersurface section meeting each

of them transversely. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 of [Poonen
2004], taking the set UP there to be the subset of the completion yOP consisting of
the f such that f D 0 is transverse to each Xi at P . (Since this set contains all the
f which do not vanish at P , and in particular contains all the f congruent, modulo
the maximal ideal, to a particular choice of f , it has positive Haar measure.)

We now pass to the global case. Let X be a smooth (in the good reduction case)
or strictly semistable (in the strictly semistable reduction case) projective model
of X over OK;.v/. Let P �

d
denote the projective space (over OK;.v/) of degree-d

hypersurfaces in the ambient projective space containing X. Applying the argument
in the local case to the base change X=OKv

, we see that, for some d � 1, there
is a Kv-valued point of P �

d
corresponding to a hypersurface section of X=OKv

having either smooth or semistable intersection (depending on the case we are in)
with X=OKv

. Furthermore, this point lies in an affinoid open subset of P �
d=Kv

(the
preimage of an open set in the special fibre of P �

d
), all of whose points correspond to

hyperplane sections of X=OKv
with either smooth or strictly semistable intersection.

(See Remark 0(i) and the proofs of Theorems 0 and 1 of [Jannsen and Saito 2012].)
The set of Kv-points of this affinoid open set is a nonempty open subset of P �

d
.Kv/.

Since K is dense in Kv , we see that this intersection also contains a K-point of P �
d

,
which gives the required hypersurface section Y . We find the hypersurface section
Z by applying the same argument. �

1.3. Cohomology in degree 1. Our arguments in degree 1 are rather simpler than
in general degree, so we warm up with this case. (In fact, our result in this case is
slightly stronger than our result in general degree, as we do not need to semisimplify
the representation, so this result is not completely subsumed by our later results in
general degree.) Fix a prime p. LetK denote a field of characteristic zero, complete
with respect to a discrete valuation, with ring of integers OK and residue field k,
assumed to be perfect of characteristic p. Let K denote an algebraic closure of K,
and set GK WD Gal.K=K/.

Theorem 1.3.1. If X is a smooth projective variety over K which has good (resp.
strictly semistable) reduction, then H 1

ét.XK ; Fp/ embeds GK-equivariantly into the
reduction modulo p of a GK-invariant lattice in a crystalline (resp. semistable)
p-adic representation of GK whose Hodge–Tate weights are contained in Œ�1; 0�.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension d ofX . If d �1 thenH 1
ét.XK ; Fp/

is isomorphic to the reduction modulo p ofH 1
ét.XK ;Zp/, and the latter space (being

torsion-free, by virtue of our assumption on d ) is in turn a lattice in H 1
ét.XK ;Qp/,

which is crystalline or semistable, respectively, with Hodge–Tate weights lying in
Œ�1; 0�, by the main result of [Tsuji 1999].

Suppose now that d > 1. It follows from Corollary 0 (resp. Corollary 1) of
[Jannsen and Saito 2012] that if X has good reduction (resp. strictly semistable
reduction) then we may choose a smooth hypersurface section Y of X defined over
K which has good (resp. strictly semistable) reduction. Our induction hypothesis
applies to show thatH 1

ét.YK ; Fp/ embeds as a subobject of aGK-representation over
Fp which is the reduction modulo p of a GK-invariant lattice in a crystalline (resp.
semistable) p-adic representation of GK whose Hodge–Tate weights are contained
in Œ�1; 0�. On the other hand, the weak Lefschetz theorem with Fp-coefficients
[SGA 43 1973, Exposé XIV, Corollaire 3.3] implies that the natural (restriction) map
H 1

ét.XK ; Fp/!H 1
ét.YK ; Fp/ is an embedding (because 1� d � 1 by assumption).

This completes the proof. �

1.4. Cohomology of arbitrary degree. As always we fix a prime p. The necessary
dévissages in this subsection will be more elaborate than in the previous one, and
so, to maximise the utility of our results for later applications, it will be convenient
to again allow K to denote either a number field or a field of characteristic zero
that is complete with respect to a discrete valuation with perfect residue field of
characteristic p. In applications it will also be useful to have flexibility in the choice
of coefficients in the various cohomology spaces that we consider, and to this end we
fix an algebraic extensionE of Qp , with ring of integers OE and residue field kE . (In
applications, E will typically either be a finite extension of Qp , or else will be Qp .)

We now recall some consequences of the weak Lefschetz theorem. Among other
notions, we will use the étale cohomology of a pair consisting of a variety and a
closed subvariety; a precise definition of this cohomology, and a verification of its
basic properties (such as those recalled in the next paragraph), is included in the
Appendix.

Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension d over K, and suppose that
Y and Z are two smooth hypersurface sections of X , chosen so that Y \Z is also
smooth. Let A denote either E, OE , or kE . In either the first or last case, the spaces
H i

ét..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ; A/ and H 2d�i
ét ..X nZ/K ; .Y nZ/K ; A/.d/ are naturally

dual to one another for each integer i . The weak Lefschetz theorem implies that the
former space vanishes when i > d and the latter space vanishes when 2d � i > d ,
i.e., when i < d . Thus, in fact, both spaces vanish unless i D d . It then follows
that both spaces vanish unless i D d in the case when A is taken to be OE as well,
and hence that when i D d both spaces are torsion-free.
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Let K denote an algebraic closure of K, and set GK WD Gal.K=K/. Now let
� W GK ! GLn.kE / be irreducible and continuous. In the global case, we fix a
place v of K lying over p, and a decomposition group Dv �GK for v.

Theorem 1.4.1. If X is a smooth projective variety over K which has strictly
semistable (resp. good) reduction (at v, if we are in the global case), and if �
embeds as a subquotient of H i

ét.XK ; kE /, then � also embeds as a subquotient
of a GK-representation over kE which is the reduction modulo the uniformiser
of a GK-invariant OE -lattice in a GK-representation which is semistable (resp.
crystalline) (at v, in the global case) with Hodge–Tate weights contained in the
interval Œ�i; 0�.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of X . Suppose initially that we
are in the strictly semistable reduction case. By Proposition 1.2.3, we can and do
choose smooth hypersurface sections Y and Z, having smooth intersection, and
such that Y , Z, and Y \Z all have strictly semistable reduction.

We then consider the long exact sequences

� � � �!H i
YK ;ét.XK ; A/ �!H i

ét.XK ; A/ �!H i
ét..X nY /K ; A/ �! � � � ;

� � � �!H i
.Y\Z/K ;ét.ZK ; A/ �!H i

ét.ZK ; A/ �!H i
ét..Z nY /K ; A/ �! � � � ;

� � ��!H i
ét..XnY /K ; .ZnY /K ; A/�!H i

ét..XnY /K ; A/�!H i
ét..ZnY /K ; A/�!� � � ;

withA taken to be eitherE or kE (see [Milne 1980, Chapter III, Proposition 1.25] for
the first two, which are local cohomology long exact sequences, and the Appendix
for the third, which is the long exact sequence of the pair .X nY;Z nY /). We also
recall (see [SGA 43 1973, Exposé XIV, §3]) that there are canonical isomorphisms

H i�2
ét .YK ; A/.�1/ �!

� H i
YK ;ét.XK ; A/;

H i�2
ét ..Y \Z/K ; A/.�1/ �!

� H i
.Y\Z/K ;ét.ZK ; A/:

When ADE, all the cohomology spaces that appear are potentially semistable
[Yamashita 2011]. Since H i

ét.XK ; E/, H
i
ét.YK ; E/, and H i

ét.ZK ; E/ are semi-
stable with Hodge–Tate weights lying in Œ�i; 0�, we see that H i

ét..X n Y /K ; E/,
H i

ét..Z nY /K ; E/, and H i
ét..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ; E/ are semistable, with Hodge–

Tate weights lying in Œ�i; 0�.
Now taking A D kE , we see that, since � is irreducible, it appears as a sub-

quotient of H i�2
ét .YK ; kE /.�1/, of H i

ét.ZK ; kE /, of H i�1.Y \ Z/.�1/, or of
H i

ét..X nY /K ; .ZnY /K ; kE /. In the first three cases, the theorem follows by induc-
tion on the dimension. In the final case, the conclusion follows from the vanishing
theorem noted above; namely,H i

ét..XnY /K ; .ZnY /K ; E/ is the desired semistable
representation, with invariant latticeH i

ét..XnY /K ; .ZnY /K ;OE /, whose reduction
H i

ét..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ; kE / contains �.
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Finally, suppose we are in the good reduction case. Again, by Proposition 1.2.3,
we can and do choose smooth hypersurface sections Y and Z, having smooth
intersection, such that Y , Z, and Y \Z all have good reduction. Applying the
same argument as in the previous paragraph, we see by induction on the dimension
of X that it is enough to check that H i

ét..X n Y /K ; .Z n Y /K ; E/ is crystalline,
but this follows immediately from Theorem 1.2 of [Yamashita 2011]. (Note that
if in the notation of that work we take D1 D Z and D2 D Y , then by (A.1.2)
below we see that H i

ét..X n Y /K ; .Z n Y /K ; E/ appears on the left side of the
Hyodo–Kato isomorphism in the statement of Theorem 1.2 of [Yamashita 2011],
and since we have already shown that H i

ét..X nY /K ; .Z nY /K ; E/ is semistable,
it is enough to show that the monodromy operator N vanishes on the right side
of the Hyodo–Kato isomorphism. This follows easily from the definition of this
operator as a boundary map, as all objects concerned arise from base change from
objects with trivial log structures.) �

1.5. Equivariant versions. In practice, we will need equivariant analogues of the
preceding results. As in the preceding section, we letK denote either a number field
(“the global case”) or a field of characteristic zero that is complete with respect to
a discrete valuation with perfect residue field of characteristic p (“the local case”).
We letK denote an algebraic closure ofK, and set GK WDGal.K=K/. In the global
case, we fix a place v ofK lying over p, and a decomposition groupDv �GK for v.

We now put ourselves in the following (somewhat elaborate) situation, which
we call a tamely ramified semistable context, or a tame semistable context for short.

We suppose that X0 and X1 are smooth projective varieties over K, that G is
a finite group which acts on X1, and that � WX1!X0 is a finite étale morphism
which intertwines the givenG-action onX1 with the trivialG-action onX0, making
X1 an étale G-torsor over X0.

We suppose further that X0 admits a semistable projective model X0 over OK
(in the local case) or over OK;.v/ (in the global case). We also suppose that there
is a finite Galois extension L of K, and (in the global case) a prime w of L lying
over v, such that .X1/=L admits a semistable projective model X1 over OL (in the
local case) or over OL;.w/ (in the global case) to which the G-action extends, such
that � extends to a morphism X1! .X0/=OL which intertwines the G-action on
its source with the trivial G-action on its target, and such that the action of the
(opposite group of) the inertia group I.L=K/op (or I.Lw=Kv/op in the global case)
on .X1/=L extends to an action on X1.2

2Note that the tameness condition that we are going to require below ensures that L=K is in fact
tamely ramified, and hence that I.L=K/ is abelian. Thus passing to the opposite group is not actually
necessary here when passing from the action on rings to the action on their Specs, but we will keep
the superscript op in the notation for the sake of conceptual clarity.
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Finally (and most importantly), we assume that the composite morphism

X1! .X0/=OL ! X0 (1.5.1)

(the first being the extension of � , and the second being the natural map) is tamely
ramified along the special fibre .X0/s , in the sense of [Grothendieck and Murre
1971, Definition 2.2.2].

In fact, in our applications we will consider the case that X0 is furthermore strictly
semistable, in which case we will say that we are in a tame strictly semistable context.

Remark 1.5.2. The notion of a tame semistable context is somewhat rigid, as we
will see in the following lemma, and would perhaps not be of much interest if it did
not occur naturally in the Shimura variety context (as we will see Section 3.1). As
one example of this rigidity, note that if GD 1, i.e., if X0 and X1 coincide, then the
only way to achieve a tame semistable context is if L=K is unramified, or if X0 is
smooth over OK . (Indeed, since a tamely ramified morphism is finite, and since the
base change X0=OL over the semistable OK-scheme X0 is normal, we see that if X0
and X1 coincide then the morphism X1! X0=OL is necessarily an isomorphism.
This implies that the semistable OK-scheme X0 has a semistable base change over
OL, which, as we noted in Remark 1.2.2, is possible only if L=K is unramified
or X0 is smooth over OK . Another point of view on this case is as follows: if X0
is semistable but not smooth, then in order to construct a semistable model X1 of
X0=OL , we must perform some nontrivial blow-ups, and the resulting morphism
X1! X0 is not finite, and in particular not tamely ramified.)

The following lemma gives a more concrete interpretation of the stipulation that
(1.5.1) be tamely ramified along .X0/s .

Lemma 1.5.3. In the above setting, the morphism (1.5.1) is tamely ramified along
.X0/s if and only if the following conditions hold:

(1) L (resp. Lw in the global case) is tamely ramified over K (resp. Kv in the
global case), of ramification degree e, say.

(2) For each closed geometric point x1 of the special fibre .X1/s , with image x0
in .X0/s , and for some choice of isomorphism

.Ox0;X0/
^
Š .Osh

K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/; (1.5.4)

where $K is a uniformiser of .Osh
K/
^ and 1�m� n, there is a corresponding

isomorphism

.Ox1;X1/
^
Š .Osh

L /
^ŒŒy1; : : : ; yn��=.y1 � � �ym�$L/;

where $L is a uniformiser of .Osh
L /
^, such that the induced morphism

..X1/x1/
^
! ..X0/x0/

^
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is defined by the formula xj D yej for 1� j �m and xj D yj for m< j � n.

Furthermore, if these equivalent conditions hold, then condition (2) holds for every
choice of isomorphism (1.5.4).

Proof. We first note that if we are in the global case, then, relabelling Kv as K and
Lw as L, we may reduce ourselves to proving the lemma in the local case. Thus
we assume that we in the local case from now on.

If conditions (1) and (2) (for some choice of isomorphism (1.5.4)) hold, then
the morphism (1.5.1) is certainly tamely ramified along .X0/s . (This amounts to
the claim that we can verify tame ramification by passing to formal completions of
closed geometric points, which is indeed the case, as follows from [Grothendieck
and Murre 1971, Corollary 4.1.5].)

Suppose conversely that (1.5.1) is tamely ramified along .X0/s . Since this
morphism factors through the natural morphism .X0/=OL ! X0, it follows from
[Grothendieck and Murre 1971, Lemma 2.2.5] that this latter morphism is tamely
ramified, and hence (e.g., by Proposition 2.2.9 of that reference, although our
particular situation is much simpler than the general case of faithfully flat descent
for tamely ramified covers considered in that proposition) that Spec OL! Spec OK
is tamely ramified, i.e., that L is tamely ramified over K, of some ramification
degree e. Thus condition (1) holds.

Now choose a closed geometric point x1 of .X1/s lying over the closed geo-
metric point x0 of .X0/s , and fix an isomorphism of the form (1.5.4). Since
X1! X0 is tamely ramified along the divisor $K D 0 of X0, Abhyankar’s lemma
[SGA 1 1971, Exposé XIII, Corollaire 5.6] (see also [Grothendieck and Murre
1971, Theorem 2.3.2] for a concise statement) implies that we may find regular
elements faj gjD1;:::;k of .Osh

K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/ such that a1 � � � ak

generates the ideal .$K/ of .Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm � $K/, exponents

e1; : : : ; ek all coprime to p, and a subgroup H � �e1 � � � � ��ek , such that the
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/-algebra .Ox1;X1/

^ is isomorphic to�
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��ŒT1; : : : ; Tk�=.x1 � � � xm�$K ; T

e1
1 � a1; : : : ; T

ek
k
� ak/

�H
:

(Here �e1 � � � � ��ek , and hence H , acts on

.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��ŒT1; : : : ; Tk�=.x1 � � � xm�$K ; T

e1
1 � a1; : : : ; T

ek
k
� ak/

in the obvious manner: namely, an element .�1; : : : ; �k/ acts on Tj via multiplication
by �j .)

Since each ej is prime to p and .Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/ is strictly

Henselian, any unit in this ring has an ej -th root, and thus we are free to multiply
any of the aj by a unit. Consequently, we may assume that in fact a1 � � � akD$KD
x1 � � � xm, and hence (again taking advantage of our freedom to modify the aj by
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units) that f1; : : : ; mg is partitioned into k sets J1; : : : ; Jk , such that aj D
Q
i2Jj

xi .
Now if we extract the ej -th roots of each xi for i 2 Jj , the resulting extension of
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/ contains

.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��ŒT1; : : : ; Tk�=.x1 � � � xm�$K ; T

e1
1 � a1; : : : ; T

ek
k
� ak/I

thus it is no loss of generality to assume that k Dm and that aj D xj , and so we
conclude that .Ox1;X1/

^ is isomorphic, as an .Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/-

algebra, to�
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��ŒT1; : : : ; Tm�=.x1 � � � xm�$K ; T

e1
1 � x1; : : : ; T

em
m � xm/

�H
;

for some subgroup H � �e1 � � � � ��em .
Let Ij denote the subgroup 1� � � � ��ej � � � � � 1 of �e1 � � � � ��em ; this is the

inertia group of the divisor .xj / with respect to the cover

Spec..Osh
K/
^/ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��ŒT1; : : : ; Tm�=.x1 � � � xm�$K ; T

e1
1 �x1; : : : ; T

em
m �xm/

! Spec..Osh
K/
^/ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/:

If we write Hj DH \ Ij , then H 0 WDH1 � � � � �Hm is a subgroup of H , and
the cover

Spec
�
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��ŒT1; : : : ;Tm�=.x1: : :xm�$K ;T

e1
1 �x1; : : : ;T

em
m �xm/

�H 0
!Spec

�
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1;: : : ;xn��ŒT1;: : : ;Tm�=.x1: : :xm�$K ;T

e1
1 �x1;: : : ;T

em
m �xm/

�H
is unramified in codimension 1. Since X1 is regular, being semistable over OL, so
is the target of this map (since we recall that this target is isomorphic to ..X1/x1/

^).
The purity of the branch locus then implies that this cover is étale, and hence is an
isomorphism (since its target is strictly Henselian). Consequently H DH 0.

If we write

Hj D 1� � � � ��e0
j
� � � � � 1� 1� � � � ��ej � � � � � 1D Ij ;

and set dj D ej =e0j and Sj D T
e0
j

j , then we conclude that

.Ox1;X1/
^

Š
�
.Osh
K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��ŒT1; : : : ;Tm�=.x1 � � �xm�$K ;T

e1
1 �x1; : : : ;T

em
m �xm/

�H 0
Š .Osh

K/
^ŒŒx1; : : : ;xn��ŒS1; : : : ;Sm�=.x1 � � �xm�$K ;S

d1
1 �x1; : : : ;S

dm
m �xm/:

Now X1 is an OL-scheme with reduced special fibre (again because it is semistable
over OL). Since .Ox1;X1/

^ is strictly Henselian, it contains .Osh
L /
^, and we may

choose a uniformiser $L of this ring such that $e
L D$K . Looking at the above

description of .Ox1;X1/
^, and taking into account that its reduction modulo $L
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must be reduced, we see that this special fibre must be the zero locus of the
element S1 � � �Sm, hence that S1 � � �Sm D u$L for some unit u, and thus that
.S1 � � �Sm/

e D ue$K . We conclude that d1 D � � � D dm D e and that ue D 1, and
hence, replacing $L by u$L, we find that S1 � � �Sm D$L. This shows that (2)
holds (for our given choice of isomorphism (1.5.4)). �

Remark 1.5.5. Note that we could avoid the appeal to the general theory of tame
ramification (in particular, to Abhyankar’s lemma) by just directly stipulating in
our context that conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 1.5.3 hold; indeed, in the proof
of Theorem 1.5.15 below, we will work directly with these conditions, and in our
applications to Shimura varieties we will also see directly that these conditions
hold. Nevertheless, we have included Lemma 1.5.3 as an assurance to ourselves
(and perhaps to the reader) that these conditions are somewhat natural.

Lemma 1.5.6. In a tame strictly semistable context as above, the OL-scheme X1 is
also strictly semistable.

Proof. Since X1 is semistable by assumption, it is enough to show that the compo-
nents of the special fibre .X1/s are regular. Suppose that D is a nonregular compo-
nent of .X1/s , and let x1 be a closed geometric point of D whose local ring on D is
not regular. If we let x0 denote the image of x1 in .X0/s , then Lemma 1.5.3(2) shows
that we may find isomorphisms .Ox1;.X1/s /

^ Š OK=$K ŒŒy1; : : : ; yn��=.y1 � � �ym/

and .Ox0;.X0/s /
^ Š OK=$K ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm/, with 1 � m � n, such that

the morphism .Ox1;.X1/s /
^ ! .Ox0;.X0/s /

^ is given by xj D yej for 1 � j � m
and xj D yj for m < j � n. Since by assumption x1 is not a regular point of
D, we find that necessarily m � 2, and that (possibly after permuting indices)
there is an isomorphism .Ox1;D/

^ Š OK=$K ŒŒy1; : : : ; yn��=.y1 � � �ym0/, where
2�m0 �m. If we let D0 denote the image of D in .X0/s , we conclude that there
is an isomorphism .Ox0;D0/

^ Š OK=$K ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm0/, and thus that
D0 is not regular. Hence X0 is not strictly semistable, a contradiction. �

We now suppose that we are in a tame semistable context, as described above,
and suppose for the moment that we are in the local case. Then we have an action
of I.L=K/op �G on the special fibre .X1/s . Let D be an irreducible component
of the special fibre of .X0/s , and let zD denote its preimage in .X1/s , so that zD is
an I.L=K/op �G-invariant union of irreducible components of .X1/s .

Lemma 1.5.7. If G is abelian, then there is a homomorphism  W I.L=K/! G

such that the action of I.L=K/op on zD is given by composing the action of G with
 ; i.e., if i 2 I.L=K/, then the action of i on zD coincides with the action of  .i/.

We first prove a general lemma:
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Lemma 1.5.8. Let S be a connected Noetherian scheme, let G and I be finite
groups, and let f W T ! S be a finite étale morphism with the property that I op�G

acts on T over S in such a way that T becomes a G-torsor over S . If G is abelian,
then there exists a morphism  W I !G such that the action of I on T is given by
composing the action of G on T with the morphism  .

Proof. For clarity, we will not impose the assumption thatG is abelian until required.
If we fix a geometric point s of S , then the theory of the étale fundamental group

[SGA 1 1971, Exposé V, Théorème 4.1] shows that passing to the fibre over s gives
an equivalence of categories between the category of finite étale covers of S and
the category of (discrete) finite sets with a continuous action of �1.S; s/. In this
way, T is classified by an object P of this latter category equipped with an action
of I op �G, with respect to which the G-action makes P a principal homogeneous
G-set.

If we fix a base point p 2 P , then we may identify P with G, thought of as
a principal homogeneous G-set via left multiplication. As the automorphisms of
G as a principal homogeneous G-set are naturally identified with Gop acting by
right multiplication, we obtain a homomorphism  p W I

op!Gop, or equivalently a
homomorphism  p W I !G, describing the action of I op on P . If we replace p by
g �p (for some g 2G), then one finds that  gpD g pg�1. Thus, if we now assume
furthermore that G is abelian, then  p D  gp, and so it is reasonable in this case
to write simply  for this homomorphism, which is well-defined independently
of the choice of base point for P . Furthermore, when G is abelian, left and right
multiplication by an element g 2G coincide, and so the action of I op on P is given
by the formula i �p D  .i/ �p for all p 2 P . Since the automorphisms of T over
S induced by i and  .i/ coincide on P , they in fact coincide on all of T . �

Proof of Lemma 1.5.7. The morphism X1! .X0/=OL is étale on generic fibres, and
the explicit local formulas for this morphism provided by Lemma 1.5.3 show that
it is in fact étale over an open subset U0 of .X0/=OL whose intersection with the
special fibre ..X0/=OL/s is Zariski dense. Replacing U0 with the intersection of all
of its I.L=K/op-translates, we may furthermore assume that U0 is invariant under
the action of I.L=K/op on .X0/=OL .

If we let U1 denote the preimage of U0 in X1, then U1 is invariant under the
I.L=K/�G-action on X1, and the morphism U1!U0 is a finite étale cover, for
which the corresponding map U1! U0 on generic fibres realises U1 as a G-torsor
over U0. It follows that the G-action on U1 realises U1 as an étale G-torsor over
U0, and hence, passing to special fibres, that .U1/s is an étale G-torsor over .U0/s .

Now the induced I.L=K/op-action on .U0/s is trivial, and so I.L=K/op acts on
.U1/s as a group of automorphisms of the G-torsor .U1/s over .U0/s . If D0 WD
D\ .U0/s , then D0 is an irreducible component of .U0/s , and zD0 WD zD\ .U1/s
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is the restriction of .U1/s to D0. Thus zD0! zD is again an étale G-torsor, with
an action of I.L=K/op via automorphisms. Lemma 1.5.8 then shows that there
is a homomorphism  W I.L=K/op ! Gop, or equivalently a homomorphism
 W I.L=K/!G, such that the action of I.L=K/op on the points of zD0 is given
by composing the action of G with the homomorphism  . Since zD is equal to the
Zariski closure of zD0 in .X1/s , the claim of the lemma follows. �

Lemma 1.5.9. Suppose that we are in a tame strictly semistable context. If g 2
I.L=K/�G and D is a component of .X1/s , then D and gD either coincide or
are disjoint.

Proof. The images ofD and gD in .X0/s coincide, and it follows from Lemma 1.5.3
that two distinct components of .X1/s that have nonempty intersection must have
distinct images in .X0/s . �

If we now suppose that we are in the global case, then the discussion applies with
L=K everywhere replaced by Lw=Kv , and in particular for each component D we
may define a character  W I.Lw=Kv/! G describing the action of I.Lw=Kv/
on D.

Our next result describes how our tame semistable context behaves upon passage
to a semistable hypersurface section of X0. In its statement we assume for simplicity
that we are in the local case.

Proposition 1.5.10. Suppose that we are in the tamely ramified semistable context
described above, and let Y0 be a regular hypersurface section of X0 such that
the union of Y0 and .X0/s forms a divisor with normal crossings on X0. Let Y0
denote the generic fibre of Y0, let Y1 denote the preimage of Y0 under the morphism
� WX1!X0, and let Y1 be the preimage of Y0 under (1.5.1) (so that .Y1/=L is the
generic fibre of the OL-scheme Y1). Then:

(1) The complement of Y1 in X1 is affine.

(2) The generic fibre Y0 of Y0 is smooth over K, the morphism Y1 ! Y0 is an
étale G-torsor (so in particular Y1 is also smooth over K), Y0 is a semistable
model of Y0 over OK , Y1 is a semistable model for .Y1/=L over OL, and the
morphism Y1 ! Y0 is tamely ramified; consequently Y1 ! Y0 is again a
tamely ramified semistable context.

(3) Suppose that G is abelian. If D0 is an irreducible component of .Y1/s , con-
tained in an irreducible component D of .X1/s , then the homomorphism
 W I.L=K/!G, which describes the action of I.L=K/ onD, also describes
the action of I.L=K/ on D0.
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Proof. Since Y0 is a hypersurface section of X0, its generic fibre Y0 is a hypersurface
section of X0. Thus its complement is affine. Since � is a finite morphism by
assumption, the complement of Y1 in X1 is again affine. Since Y0 is a regular
projectiveK-scheme (being the generic fibre of Y0, which is regular by assumption),
it is in fact smooth over K. By definition, Y1 is the preimage of Y0 under the
morphism X1!X0, which is an étale G-torsor by assumption. Thus Y1! Y0 is
indeed an étale G-torsor (and so Y1 is also smooth over K).

Let x0 denote a closed geometric point of the special fibre .Y0/s . Since�
..X0/x0/

^
�
s
[ ..Y0/x0/

^ forms a divisor with normal crossings, since each com-
ponent of

�
..X0/x0/

^
�
s

is regular, and since Y0 is regular by assumption, it follows
from [Grothendieck and Murre 1971, Lemma 1.8.4] that

�
..X0/x0/

^
�
s
[..Y0/x0/

^

is in fact a divisor with strictly normal crossings in ..X0/x0/
^, and hence the local

equation ` of ..Y0/x0/
^, together with the elements x1; : : : ; xm that cut out the

irreducible components of
�
..X0/x0/

^
�
s
, form part of a regular system of parameters

for .Ox0;X0/
^. Thus we may choose a model of the form (1.5.4) for ..X0/x0/

^ for
which m< n and in which ` is equal to the element xn, i.e., in which ..Y0/x0/

^ is
the zero locus of the element xn.

We now choose a closed geometric point x1 of .X1/s lying over x0, as well as a
model for the tamely ramified morphism ..X1/x1/

^! ..X0/x0/
^ as in part (2) of

Lemma 1.5.3. Thus this morphism has the form

Spec..Osh
L /
^/ŒŒy1; : : : ; yn��=.y1 � � �ym�$L/

! Spec..Osh
K/
^/ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn��=.x1 � � � xm�$K/;

with xj D yej for 1� j �m and xj D yj for m< j � n. In particular, we see that
xn D yn, and thus we see that the induced morphism

..Y1/x1/
^
! ..Y0/x0/

^ (1.5.11)

can be written as

Spec..Osh
L /
^/ŒŒy1; : : : ; yn�1��=.y1 : : : ym�$L/

! Spec..Osh
L /
^/ŒŒx1; : : : ; xn�1��=.x1 : : : xm�$K/: (1.5.12)

Thus we see that Y0 and Y1 are indeed semistable models of their generic fibres
(over OK and OL respectively), and that the morphism Y1!Y0 is tamely ramified.
This completes the verification of (2). The claim of (3) follows from the fact that
the action of I.L=K/op �G on .Y1/s is the restriction of the corresponding action
on .X1/s , together with the fact that any component of .Y1/s is contained in a
component of .X1/s . �

We now suppose that E is an algebraic extension of Qp containing K0. Recall
that if � WGK ! GLn.E/ is a potentially semistable representation, then we may
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attach a Weil–Deligne representation WD.�/ to � by first passing to the potentially
semistable Dieudonné module Dpst.�/ of �, which is a module over E ˝Qp K0,
then fixing an embedding K0 ,! E, and hence a projection pr W E˝Qp K0! E,
and, finally, forming WD.�/ WD E ˝E˝QpK0;pr Dpst. Although WD.�/ depends
on the choice of the embedding K0 ,! E, up to isomorphism it is independent
of this choice, as the Frobenius � on Dpst.�/ provides isomorphisms between the
different choices. (See for example [Conrad et al. 1999, Appendix B] and [Taylor
2004, p. 78–79] for discussions of this construction and its properties.)

In the tame strictly semistable case, the following result will allow us to describe
the inertial part of the Weil–Deligne representation associated to the p-adic étale
cohomology of X1, or of a pair .X1; Y1/ that arises in the context of the preceding
proposition. Before stating the result we introduce some additional notation, and
an additional assumption.

Assume that G is abelian, and let J denote the set of I.L=K/�G-orbits on the
set of irreducible components of .X1/s , and let Dj (for j 2 J ) denote the union
of the components lying in the orbit labelled by j . Let  j W I.L=K/!G be the
homomorphism provided by Lemma 1.5.7, describing the action of I.L=K/ on the
points of Dj .

Proposition 1.5.13. Suppose that we are in a tame strictly semistable context
as above. Either let W denote the Weil–Deligne representation associated to
the potentially semistable GK-representation H i

ét..X1/=K ; E/, or else suppose
that we are in the context of Proposition 1.5.10, and let W denote the Weil–
Deligne representation associated to the potentially semistable GK-representation
H i

ét..X1/=K ; .Y1/=K/; E/ (here i is some given degree of cohomology); in either
case, W is a representation of the product WDK �G. Assume furthermore that G
is abelian.

Then, if , as in the above discussion, zJ denotes the set of I.L=K/�G-orbits
of irreducible components of .X1/s , we may decompose W as a direct sum W DL
Qj2 zJ

W Qj , such that on W Qj the action of the inertia group in WK is obtained by
composing the G-action on W Qj with the homomorphism IK ! I.L=K/ ��!

 Qj

G.

Proof. Since the action of the inertia subgroup of WK on W factors through a
finite group, and representations of a finite group over a field of characteristic
zero are semisimple, the claimed property of W is stable under the formation of
subobjects, quotients, and extensions (in the category of WK �G-representations).
A consideration of the long exact sequence of cohomology associated to the pair
.X1; Y1/ (see the Appendix) then reduces the claim for the cohomology of the pair
to the claim for the cohomology ofX1 and Y1 individually. Since Proposition 1.5.10
shows that the strictly semistable model Y1 of .Y1/=L behaves in an identical manner
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to the strictly semistable model of X1 of .X1/=L, it in fact suffices to consider the
case of X1.

Thus we now restrict our attention to the WK-representation W underlying
the potentially semistable Dieudonné module associated to H i

ét..X1/=K ; E/. By
[Tsuji 1999], this Dieudonné module is naturally identified with the log-crystalline
cohomologyH i ..X1/

�
s =W.k/

�/˝W.k/E of the special fibre .X1/s with its natural
log-structure. Lemma 1.5.9 shows that if an intersection of distinct components of
the special fibre .X1/s is nonempty, then the various components appearing must lie
in mutually distinct orbits of I.L=K/�G acting on the set of components. Recalling
that J denotes the indexing set for the collection fDj gj2J of I.L=K/�G-orbits
of components of .X1/s , this log-crystalline cohomology may be computed by the
following spectral sequence of [Mokrane 1993]:

E
�m;iCm
1

D

M
l�maxf0;�mg

fj1;:::;j2lCmC1g�J

H i�2l�m
cris .Dj1 \ � � � \Dj2lCmC1=W.k//˝W.k/E.�l �m/

D)H i ..X1/
�
s =W.k/

�/˝W.k/E:

The constructions of [Tsuji 1999; Mokrane 1993] are both functorial, so that
everything here is compatible with the I.L=K/�G-actions. Each of the summands
in the E1-term is naturally an I.L=K/�G-representation, and furthermore the
action of I.L=K/ is given by the composite of the action of G with one of the
characters  Qj . Thus the E1-terms of this spectral sequence satisfy the claimed
property of W . Thus W also satisfies this property, since it is obtained as a
successive extension of subquotients of these E1-terms. �

We are now ready to prove our equivariant versions of Theorems 1.3.1 and
1.4.1. For the first result, we place ourselves in the local case (since the global case
immediately reduces to the local case by passing from K to Kv):

Theorem 1.5.14. Suppose that we are in the tame strictly semistable context de-
scribed above. Then the GK �G-representation H 1

ét..X1/K ; Fp/ embeds GK �G-
equivariantly into the reduction modulo the uniformiser of a GK �G-invariant
OE -lattice in a representation V ofGK�G overE, having the following properties:

(1) The restriction of V to GL is semistable, with Hodge–Tate weights contained
in the interval Œ�1; 0�.

(2) The Weil–Deligne representation associated to V , which is naturally a repre-
sentation of WDK �G, when restricted to a representation of IK �G can be
written as a direct sum

L
Qj2 zJ

W Qj of IK �G-representations, where Qj runs
over the same index set that labels the set of I.L=K/�G-orbits of irreducible
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components of .X1/s , such that on W Qj the action of the inertia group in
WK is obtained by composing the G-action on W Qj with the homomorphism
IK ! I.L=K/ ��!

 Qj

G.

Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 1.3.1, proceeding by descending induction
on the dimension of X0 and X1, and passing to appropriately chosen hypersurface
sections Y0 of X0 and their corresponding preimages Y1 in X1 and Y1 in .X1/=L.
Taking into account Proposition 1.5.10, we thus reduce to the case when X0 and
X1 are curves, so thatH 1

ét..X1/=K ; Fp/ is the reduction mod p ofH 1
ét..X1/=K ;Zp/,

which is in turn a lattice inH 1
ét..X1/=K ;Qp/. This latter representation is potentially

semistable with Hodge–Tate weights in Œ�1; 0�, by [Tsuji 1999]; the claim regarding
Weil–Deligne representations follows from Proposition 1.5.13. �

For our second result, we allow ourselves to be in either the local or global context.

Theorem 1.5.15. Suppose that we are in the tame strictly semistable context de-
scribed above, and let � WGK �G! GLn.kE / be an irreducible and continuous
representation that embeds as a subquotient of H i

ét..X1/K ; kE /. Then � also
embeds as a subquotient of aGK�G-representation over kE which is the reduction
modulo the uniformiser of a GK �G-invariant OE -lattice in a representation V of
GK �G over E, having the following properties:

(1) The representation V becomes semistable when restricted to GL (resp. the
decomposition group Dw �GL in the global case), with Hodge–Tate weights
contained in the interval Œ�i; 0�.

(2) The Weil–Deligne representation associated to V , which is naturally a repre-
sentation of WDK �G (resp. WDKv �G in the global case), when restricted
to a representation of IK � G (resp. IKv � G in the global case) can be
written as a direct sum

L
Qj
W Qj of IK �G-representations (resp. of IKv �G-

representations), where Qj runs over the same index set that labels the set of
I.L=K/ �G-orbits (resp. of IKv �G-orbits) of irreducible components of
.X1/s , such that onW Qj , the action of the inertia group is obtained by composing
the G-action on W Qj with the homomorphism IK ! I.L=K/��!

 Qj

G (resp. the
homomorphism IKv ! I.Lw=Kv/ ��!

 Qj

G).

Proof. We can be proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 1.4.1, taking into
account Propositions 1.5.10 and 1.5.13. �

2. Breuil modules with descent data

In this section we establish a result (Theorem 2.2.4) which imposes some constraints
on the reductions of certain tamely potentially semistable p-adic representations
of GQp .
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2.1. Preliminaries. We begin by recalling some results from Section 3 of [Emerton
et al. 2013]. To this end, let p be an odd prime, let Qp be a fixed algebraic closure
of Qp, and let E and K be finite extensions of Qp inside Qp. Assume that E
contains the images of all embeddings K ,!Qp . LetK0 be the maximal absolutely
unramified subfield of K, so that K0 D W.k/Œ1=p�, where k is the residue field
of K. Let K=K 0 be a Galois extension, with K 0 a field lying between Qp and K.
Assume further that K=K 0 is tamely ramified with ramification index e, and fix a
uniformiser � 2K with �e 2K 0. Let E.u/ 2W.k/Œu� be the minimal polynomial
of � over K0.

Let kE be the residue field of E, and let 0� r � p�2 be an integer. Recall that
the category kE -BrModrdd of Breuil modules of weight r with descent data from K

to K 0 and coefficients kE consists of quintuples .M;Mr ; 'r ; Og;N /, where:

� M is a finitely generated .k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u
ep-module, free over kŒu�=uep.

� Mr is a .k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u
ep-submodule of M containing uerM.

� 'r WMr!M is kE -linear and '-semilinear (where ' WkŒu�=uep!kŒu�=uep is
the p-th power map) with image generating M as a .k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u

ep-module.

� N W M! M is k ˝Fp kE -linear and satisfies N.ux/ D uN.x/� ux for all
x 2M, ueN.Mr/�Mr , and 'r.ueN.x//D cN.'r.x// for all x 2Mr . Here,
c D F .u/p 2 .kŒu�=uep/�, where E.u/D ueCpF.u/ in W.k/Œu�.

� Og WM!M are additive bijections for each g 2 Gal.K=K 0/, preserving Mr ,
commuting with the 'r - and N -actions, and satisfying Og1 ı Og2 D .g1 ıg2/^

for all g1; g2 2 Gal.K=K 0/. Furthermore, if a 2 k˝Fp kE and m 2M then
Og.auim/D g.a/..g.�/=�/i ˝ 1/ui Og.m/.

There is a covariant functor T�;rst from kE -BrModrdd to the category of kE -
representations of GK0 .

Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose that M 2 kE -BrModrdd and T 0 is a GK0-subrepresentation
of T�;rst .M/ (so that in particular T 0 has the structure of a kE -vector space). Then
there is a unique subobject M0 of M such that, if f WM0!M is the inclusion map,
then T�;rst .f / is identified with the inclusion T 0 ,!T�;rst .M/. (Here M0 is a subobject
of M in the naive sense that it is a sub-.k ˝Fp kE /Œu�=u

ep-module of M, which
inherits the structure of an object of kE -BrModrdd from M in the obvious way.)

Proof. This is Corollary 3.2.9 of [Emerton et al. 2013]. �

We now specialise to the particular situation of interest to us in this paper;
namely, we let K0 be the unique unramified extension of Qp of degree d , we
take K D K0..�p/

1=.pd�1//, and we set K 0 D K0, so that e D pd � 1. Fix
�D .�p/1=.p

d�1/. We write z!d WGal.K=K0/!K�0 for the character g 7!g.�/=� ,
and we let !d be the reduction of z!d modulo � . (By inflation we can also think
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of z!d and !d as characters of IK0 D IQp . Note that !d is a tame fundamental
character of niveau d and that z!d is the Teichmüller lift of !d .) Note that when
d D 1, we have !1 D !, the mod p cyclotomic character.

Let ' be the arithmetic Frobenius on k, and let �0 Wk ,!kE be a fixed embedding.
Inductively define �1; : : : ; �d�1 by �iC1 D �i ı '�1; we will often consider the
numbering to be cyclic, so that �d D �0. There are idempotents ei 2 k˝Fp kE
such that if M is any k˝Fp kE -module, then M D

L
i eiM , and eiM is the subset

of M consisting of elements m for which .x˝ 1/mD .1˝ �i .x//m for all x 2 k.
Note that .'˝ 1/.ei /D eiC1 for all i .

If � WGK0! GLn.E/ is a potentially semistable representation which becomes
semistable over K, then the associated inertial type (that is, the restriction to IK0
of the Weil–Deligne representation associated to �) is a representation of IK0
which becomes trivial when restricted to IK , so we can and do think of it as a
representation of Gal.K=K0/Š IK0=IK .

Proposition 2.1.2. Maintaining our current assumptions on K, suppose that � W
GK0 ! GLn.E/ is a continuous representation whose restriction to GK is semi-
stable with Hodge–Tate weights contained in Œ0; r�, where r � p � 2, and let the
inertial type of � be �1˚ � � � ˚�n, where each �i is a character of IK0=IK . If �
denotes the reduction modulo mE of a GK0-stable OE -lattice in �, then there is an
element M of kE -BrModrdd, admitting a .k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u

ep-basis v1; : : : ; vn such
that Og.vi /D .1˝�i .g//vi for all g 2 Gal.K=K0/, and for which T�;rst .M/Š �.

Proof. This is Proposition 3.3.1 of [Emerton et al. 2013]. (Note that the conven-
tions on the sign of the Hodge–Tate weights in that work are the opposite of the
conventions in this paper.) �
Lemma 2.1.3. Maintain our current assumptions on K, so that in particular we
have e D pd � 1. Then every rank-1 object of kE -BrModrdd may be written in
the form

� MD ..k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u
ep/ �m,

� eiMr D u
ri eiM,

� 'r
�Pd�1

iD0 u
ri eim

�
D �m for some � 2 .k˝Fp kE /

�,

� Og.m/D
�Pd�1

iD0 .!d .g/
ki ˝ 1/ei

�
m for all g 2 Gal.K=K0/, and

� N.m/D 0.

Here the integers 0�ri � .pd�1/r and ki satisfy ki�p.ki�1Cri�1/ mod .pd�1/
for all i . Conversely, any module M of this form is a rank-1 object of kE -BrModrdd.
Furthermore,

T�;rst .M/jIK0 Š �0 ı!
�0
d
;

where �0 � k0Cp.r0pd�1C r1pd�2C � � �C rd�1/=.pd � 1/ mod .pd � 1/.
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Proof. This is Lemma 3.3.2 of [Emerton et al. 2013]. �
Remark 2.1.4. In the sequel, we will only be interested in the case that for
each i we have ki D .1 C p C � � � C pd�1/xi for some 0 � xi < p � 1. In
this case, the condition that pri � kiC1 � pki mod .pd � 1/ implies that ri �
.1C p C � � � C pd�1/.xiC1 � xi / mod .pd � 1/, so the condition that 0 � ri �
.pd�1/r means that we can write riD .1CpC� � �Cpd�1/.xiC1�xi /C.pd�1/yi ,
with 0� yi � r . An elementary calculation shows that we then have

�0 � x0Cy0Cp
d�1.x1Cy1/C � � �Cp.xd�1Cyd�1/ mod .pd � 1/:

2.2. Regularity. Let Qpn denote the unique unramified extension of Qp of de-
gree n, with residue field Fpn . Regarding Fpn as a subfield of Fp, we may then
regard !n as a character IQp ! F�p .

Definition 2.2.1. Let � WGQp !GLn.Fp/ be an irreducible representation, so that
�Š Ind

GQp

GQpn
� for some character � WGQp ! F�p . If we write

�jIQp
D !.a0Cpa1C���Cp

n�1an�1/
n ;

where each ai 2 Œ0; p�1� and not all the ai are p�1, then the multiset of exponents
of � is defined to be the multiset of residues of the ai in Z=pZ.

Definition 2.2.2. Let � WGQp ! GLn.Fp/ be a representation. Then the multiset
of exponents of � is the union of the multisets of exponents of each of the Jordan–
Hölder factors of �.

Definition 2.2.3. Let � W GQp ! GLn.Fp/ be a representation, and let r be a
nonnegative integer. Then we say that � is r-regular if the exponents a1; : : : ; an of
� are such that the residues ai Ck 2 Z=pZ, 1� i � n, 0� k � rC 1, are pairwise
distinct.

The following theorem is the main result we will need from explicit p-adic
Hodge theory:

Theorem 2.2.4. Let r be a nonnegative integer, and let s W GQp ! GLm.Qp/

be a potentially semistable representation with Hodge–Tate weights contained in
the interval Œ0; r� and inertial type �1 ˚ � � � ˚ �m. Suppose that there are (not
necessarily distinct) integers 0� a1; : : : ; an < p� 1 such that each �i is equal to
some z!aj .

Suppose that � WGQp !GLn.Fp/ is a subquotient of s, the reduction mod mOQp

of some GQp -stable Zp-lattice in s. Suppose also that

� det �jIQp
D !a1C���CanCn.n�1/=2,

� r � .n� 1/=2, and

� p > n.n� 1/=2C 1.
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If r D .n� 1/=2 then assume further that some irreducible subquotient of � has
dimension greater than 1. Then � is not r-regular.

Proof. Modifying the choice of Zp-lattice if necessary, it suffices to treat the case
that � and s are semisimple. Let �0Š Ind

GQp

GQ
pd

� be an irreducible subrepresentation
of �. Take K 0 D K0 D Qpd in the above notation, so that e D pd � 1. Taking
E to be sufficiently large so that s is defined over E and � is defined over kE ,
and applying Proposition 2.1.2 to sjGQ

pd
, we see that there is an element M of

kE -BrModrdd with
T�;rst .M/Š sjGQ

pd
;

such that M has a .k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u
ep-basis v1; : : : ; vm with Og.vi /D .1˝�i .g//vi

for all g 2 Gal.K=K0/. Since sjGQ
pd

contains a subrepresentation isomorphic
to �, we see from Lemma 2.1.1 that there is a rank-1 subobject N of M for which
T�;rst .N/Š �.

Since N=uN embeds into M=uM (as N is a free kŒu�=uep-submodule of the
free kŒu�=uep-module M), we see from Lemma 2.1.3 and our assumption on the
characters �i that we may write N in the form

� ND ..k˝Fp kE /Œu�=u
.pd�1/p/ �w,

� eiNr D u
ri eiN,

� 'r
�Pd�1

iD0 u
ri eiw

�
D �w for some � 2 .k˝Fp kE /

�,

� Og.w/D
�Pd�1

iD0 .!d .g/
ki ˝ 1/ei

�
w for all g 2 Gal.K=K0/, and

� N.w/D 0.

Here the integers 0�ri � .pd�1/r and ki satisfy ki�p.ki�1Cri�1/ .mod pd�1/
for all i , and each ki is equal to some .1CpC � � � Cpd�1/aj . (The conditions
on the ri come from Lemma 2.1.3, and the fact that each ki is equal to some
.1CpC� � �Cpd�1/aj comes from the fact that N is a submodule of M which has a
basis v1; : : : ; vn such that Og.vi /D .1˝�i .g//vi and the assumption that each �i is
equal to some !aj .) Writing ki D .1CpC� � �Cpd�1/xi , 0� xi <p�1, we see as
in Remark 2.1.4 that we can write ri D .1CpC� � �Cpd�1/.xiC1�xi /C.pd�1/yi ,
with 0� yi � r . By Lemma 2.1.3 and Remark 2.1.4, we have

�jIQp
D �0 ı!

x0Cy0Cp
d�1.x1Cy1/C���Cp.xd�1Cyd�1/

d
:

Since r � p � 2, we have 0 � yi � p � 2, and we conclude (after allowing for
“carrying”) that each exponent of � is of the form aj C k with 0� k � r C 1.

Suppose that � is r-regular. It must then be the case that the xi above are all dis-
tinct. Applying this analysis to each irreducible subrepresentation of �, we conclude
that the ai are all distinct. Since we have det.�0/jIQp

D �1CpC���Cp
d�1

jIQp
D

!.x0Cy0/C���C.xd�1Cyd�1/, we conclude that det �jIQp
D !a1C���CanCy for some
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0 � y � nr � n.n � 1/=2. The assumption on det � then implies that y �
n.n�1/=2 .mod p�1/. If in fact r < .n�1/=2, then we have 0� y < n.n�1/=2,
which contradicts the assumption that p > n.n� 1/=2C 1.

It remains to treat the case that r D .n� 1/=2, where we may assume (by the
additional hypothesis that we have assumed in this case) that the representation �0

above has dimension d > 1. By the above analysis we must have y D n.n� 1/=2,
so that each yi D r . Since we have ri � .pd � 1/r , we must have xiC1 � xi � 0
for each i , so that in fact x0 D x1 D � � � D xd�1, a contradiction (as we already
showed that the xi are distinct). �

3. The cohomology of Shimura varieties

3.1. The semistable reduction of certain U.n�1; 1/-Shimura varieties. Fix n�2,
and fix an odd prime p.3 We now recall the definitions of the U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura
varieties with which we will work, and some associated integral models. For
simplicity we work over Q (or rather an imaginary quadratic extension of Q) rather
than over a general totally real field.

For the most part we will follow Section 3 of [Haines and Rapoport 2012] (which
uses a similar approach to [Harris and Taylor 2002]), with the occasional reference
to [Harris and Taylor 2001]. Fix an imaginary quadratic field F in which the
prime p splits, say .p/ D pp for some choice of p, let x 7! x be the nontrivial
automorphism of F , and regard F as a subfield of C via a fixed embedding F ,!C.

Let D be a division algebra over F of dimension n2, and let � be an involution
of D of the second kind (that is, �jF is nontrivial). Assume that D splits at p (and
hence at p), and fix isomorphisms Dp Š Mn.Qp/ and Dp Š Mn.Qp/ with the
property that, under the induced isomorphism

D˝Qp ŠMn.Qp/�Mn.Qp/
op;

the involution � corresponds to .X; Y / 7! .Y t ; X t /.
Let G=Q be the algebraic group whose R-points are

G.R/D fx 2 .D˝QR/
�
j x � x� 2R�g

for any Q-algebra R. Thus our fixed isomorphism Dp Š Mn.Qp/ induces an
isomorphism G �Q Qp Š GLn �Gm.

Now let h0 W C ! DR be an R-algebra homomorphism with the properties
that h0.z/� D h0.z/ and the involution x 7! h0.i/

�1x�h0.i/ is positive (that is,
trB=Q.xh0.i/

�1x�h0.i// > 0 for all nonzero x). Let B D Dop and let V D D,
which we consider as a free left B-module of rank 1 by multiplication on the right.

3The reason for assuming that the prime p is odd is that below we will want to apply the discussion
and results of Section 2, in which this assumption was made.
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Then EndB.V /DD, and one can find an element � 2D� with the properties that
�� D �� and such that the involution � of B defined by x� D �x���1 is positive
(see Section I.7 of [Harris and Taylor 2001] or Section 5.2 of [Haines 2005] for the
existence of such a �).

We have an alternating pairing  . � ; � / W D �D ! Q defined by  .x; y/ D
trD=Q.x�y

�/, and one sees easily that  .bx; y/D .x; b�y/ and that  . � ; h0.i/ � /
is either positive- or negative-definite. After possibly replacing � by ��, we can
and do assume that it is positive-definite.

It is easy to see that one has

G.R/Š GU.r; s/

for some r , s with r C s D n. We impose the additional assumption that in fact
fr; sg D fn� 1; 1g. Note that by Lemma I.7.1 of [Harris and Taylor 2001] one can
find division algebrasD for which this holds. We say that a compact open subgroup
K �G.A1/ (resp. Kp �G.Ap;1/) is sufficiently small if for some prime q (resp.
some prime q ¤ p) the projection of K (resp. Kp) to G.Qq/ contains no element
of finite order other than 1. If K is sufficiently small, we will consider the Shimura
variety Sh.G; h0j�1C�

; K/. It has a canonical model over F , which we denote by
X.K/ (note that if n > 2 the reflex field is F , while if nD 2 the reflex field is Q,
and we let X.K/ denote the base change of the canonical model from Q to F ).

We say that a compact open subgroup K of G.A/ is of level dividing N , for
some integer N � 1, if for all primes l − N we can write K D KlKl , where Kl
is a hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup of G.Ql/ and Kl is a compact open
subgroup of G.A1;l/. (Note then that in fact K D KN �

Q
l−N Kl , for some

compact open subgroup KN of
Q
ljN G.Ql/.) If K is of level dividing N , then we

similarly refer to X.K/ as a U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura variety of level dividing N .
We will now define integral models of these Shimura varieties for two specific

kinds of level structure. We begin by introducing notation related to the level
structures in question.

We write I0 for the Iwahori subgroup of GLn.Qp/ �Q�p ; namely, I0 is the
subgroup of GLn.Zp/� Z�p consisting of elements whose first factor lies in the
usual Iwahori subgroup of matrices which are upper-triangular mod p. We write I1
to denote the pro-p-Iwahori subgroup of GLn.Qp/�Q�p ; namely, I1 is the (unique)
pro-p Sylow subgroup of I0, and consists of those elements of GLn.Zp/ � Z�p
whose first factor is upper-triangular unipotent mod p, and whose second factor is
congruent to 1 mod p. We write I�1 to denote the subgroup of I0 consisting of those
matrices in GLn.Zp/�Z�p whose first factor is upper-triangular unipotent mod p.

There is a natural isomorphism Z�p D F�p � .1CpZp/, and this induces a natural
isomorphism I�1 D F�p � I1. If we let T denote the diagonal torus in GLn, then
there is also a natural isomorphism I0 D T .Fp/� I

�
1 .
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We will define integral models for X.I0Kp/ and X.I�1K
p/ over the local rings

OF;.p/ and OF.�p�1/;.v/ respectively, where �p�1 denotes a primitive .p�1/-st root
of unity, and v is some fixed place in F.�p�1/ above p; here Kp is a sufficiently
small compact open subgroup ofG.A1;p/, and we consider I0 and I�1 as subgroups
of G.Qp/ Š GLn.Qp/�Q�p . We will typically not include Kp in the notation,
and we will write X0.p/, X1.p/ for our integral models of X0.p/ WD X.I0Kp/
and X1.p/ WDX.I�1K

p/ respectively.

Remark 3.1.1. Note that in [Haines and Rapoport 2012], [Harris and Taylor 2002],
and [Harris and Taylor 2001], the authors work over Zp, but we follow [Kottwitz
1992] in working over OF;.p/, so as to satisfy the hypothesis required to be in the
global case of Section 1. The appearance of �p�1 in the ring of definition of X1.p/

is a consequence of our use of Oort–Tate theory in the definition of the integral
model in this case.

In order to define these integral models, we first recall a certain category of
abelian schemes (up to isogeny) with polarisations and endomorphisms. If F is a
set-valued functor on the category of connected, locally noetherian OF;.p/-schemes,
we will also consider it to be a functor on the category of all locally noetherian
OF.p/-schemes by setting

F
�a

Si

�
WD

Y
F.Si /:

Let OB be the unique maximal Z.p/-order in B which under our fixed identification
B˝Q Qp DMn.Qp/�Mn.Qp/

op is identified with Mn.Z.p/ �Mn.Z.p//
op. Let

S be a connected, locally noetherian OF;.p/-scheme, and let AVS be the category
whose objects are pairs .A; i/, whereA is an abelian scheme over S of dimension n2

and i W OB ! EndS .A/˝Z.p/ is a homomorphism. We define homomorphisms in
AVS by

Hom..A1; i1/; .A2; i2//D HomOB ..A1; i1/; .A2; i2//˝Z.p/

(that is, the elements of HomS .A1; A2/˝ Z.p/ which commute with the action
of OB ). The dual of an object .A; i/ of AVS is . yA; Oi/, where yA is the dual abelian
scheme of A and Oi.b/ D .i.b�//^. A polarisation of .A; i/ is a homomorphism
� W .A; i/! . yA; Oi/ in AVS with the property that, for some n � 1, n� is induced
by an ample line bundle on A. A principal polarisation is a polarisation which
is also an isomorphism in AVS . A Q-class of polarisations is an equivalence
class of homomorphisms .A; i/! . yA; Oi/ which contains a polarisation, under the
equivalence relation of differing by a Q�-scalar.

Fix Kp a sufficiently small open compact subgroup of G.A1;p/. Let A0 be
the set-valued functor on the category of locally noetherian schemes over OF;.p/
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which sends a connected, locally noetherian scheme S over OF;.p/ to the set of
isomorphism classes of the following data:

� A commutative diagram of morphisms in the category AVS of the form

A0
˛0
//

�0
��

A1
˛1

//

�1
��

� � �
˛n�2

// An�1
˛n�1

//

�n�1
��

A0

�0
��

yA0 yA1
Ǫ0

oo � � �
Ǫ1

oo yAn�1
Ǫn�2
oo yA0

Ǫn�1
oo

where each ˛i is an isogeny of degree p2n and their composite is just multipli-
cation by p. In addition, �0 is a Q-class of polarisations containing a principal
polarisation. Furthermore, we require that each Ai satisfies a compatibility
between the two actions of OF on the Lie algebra of Ai (one action coming
from the structure morphism OF;.p/! OS , and the other from the OB -action;
see [Harris and Taylor 2001, §III.4] for a discussion of this condition).

� A geometric point s of S , and a �1.S; s/-invariant Kp-orbit of isomorphisms

� W V ˝Q Ap;1 �!� H1..A0/s;A
p;1/

which are OB -linear and up to a constant in .Ap;1/� take the  -pairing on
the left side to the �0-Weil pairing on the right side. (This data is canonically
independent of the choice of s; see the discussion on pp. 390–391 of [Kottwitz
1992].)

An isomorphism of this data is one induced by isomorphisms inAVS which preserve
the �i up to an overall Q�-scalar.

The functor A0 is represented by a projective scheme X0.p/ over OF;.p/, which
is an integral model for X.I0Kp/. (See the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [Taylor and
Yoshida 2007], which shows that X0.p/ is projective over the usual integral model
at hyperspecial level. At hyperspecial level, quasiprojectivity is proved on p. 391
of [Kottwitz 1992], and projectivity can be checked via the valuative criterion for
properness as on p. 392 of the same work. More properly, X0.p/ is an integral
model for a disjoint union of a number of copies of X.I0Kp/, due to the possible
failure of the Hasse principle; see for example Section 7 and the discussion on
p. 400 of [Kottwitz 1992]. Since the cohomology of a disjoint union of spaces is
the direct sum of the cohomologies of the individual spaces, this does not affect
our arguments, and we will not dwell on this point in the following.) The proof of
Proposition 3.4(3) of [Taylor and Yoshida 2007] (which goes over unchanged in our
setting) shows that the special fibre of X0.p/ is a strict normal crossings divisor.

Our next goal is to describe an integral model X1.p/, over OF.�p�1/;.v/, for
X.I�1K

p/ (or rather, as in the previous paragraph, an integral model of a disjoint
union of a number of copies of X.I�1K

p/). Recalling that T denotes the diagonal
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torus in GLn, we let {i WGm! T denote the embedding of tori identifying Gm with
the subgroup of T consisting of elements which are 1 away from the i -th diagonal
entry. We use the same notation {i to denote the map F�p ! T .Fp/ induced by the
map of tori.

The quotient I0=I�1 is naturally identified with T .Fp/, and so T .Fp/ acts on
X1.p/, with quotient isomorphic to X0.p/.

Given an S -valued point of A0, letAi .p1/ be the p-divisible group associated to
Ai for i D 0; : : : ; n�1. Each Ai .p1/ has an action of OB DMn.Z.p//�Mn.Zp/

op.
LetXiDe11Ai .p1/, where e11 is the usual idempotent inMn.Z.p// (and is zero on
the second factor). Then each Xi is a p-divisible group of height n and dimension 1,
and we obtain a chain of isogenies of degree p

C WX0
˛0
���!X1

˛1
���! � � �

˛n�2
�����!Xn�1

˛n�1
�����!Xn WDX0;

whose composite is equal to multiplication by p.
We let OT denote the Artin stack over OF.�p�1/;.v/ given by

OT WD
�
Spec OF.�p�1/;.v/ŒX; Y �=.XY �wp/=Gm

�
;

where Gm acts via � � .X; Y /D .�p�1X; �1�pY / and wp is some explicit element
of OF.�p�1/;.v/ of valuation 1. Oort–Tate theory shows that OT classifies finite flat
group schemes of order p over OF.�p�1/;.v/-schemes. The universal group scheme
over OT is the stack

G WD
�
Spec OF.�p�1/;.v/ŒX; Y;Z�=.XY �wp; Z

p
�XZ/=Gm

�
;

where Gm acts on X and Y as above, and on Z via � �Z D �Z. The morphism
G!OT is the evident one, the zero section of G is cut out by the equationZD0, and
we let G� denote the closed subscheme of G cut out by the equation Zp�1�X D 0;
this is the so-called scheme of generators of G. (See Theorem 6.5.1 of [Genestier
and Tilouine 2005] for these facts, which are a restatement of Theorem 2 of [Tate
and Oort 1970] in the language of stacks.)

We define X1.p/ via the Cartesian diagram

X1.p/

��

// G� �OF.�p�1/;.v/
� � � �OF.�p�1/;.v/

G�

��

X0.p/=OF.�p�1/;.v/
// OT�OF.�p�1/;.v/

� � � �OF.�p�1/;.v/
OT

(3.1.2)

where the bottom horizontal arrow is given by

C 7! .ker.˛0/; : : : ; ker.˛n�1//:
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Note that the right-hand vertical arrow is finite and relatively representable by
construction, and so the left-hand vertical arrow is a finite morphism of schemes.
The action of T .Fp/ on X1.p/ extends to an action on X1.p/, namely, the action
pulled back from the action of T .Fp/ on G� �OF.�p�1/;.v/

� � � �OF.�p�1/;.v/
G� over

OT�OF.�p�1/;.v/
� � � �OF.�p�1/;.v/

OT.

Let � WD .�p/1=.p�1/, and let w be the unique finite place of L WD F.�p�1; �/
lying over our fixed place v of F.�p�1/. We let O denote the localisation of OL
at w, and we let X1.p/O denote the normalisation of the base change X1.p/=O

of X1.p/ over O. We write I WD Gal.L=F.�p�1//; this is also the inertia group
at w in Gal.L=F /. The group I acts naturally on X1.p/O. The mod p cyclotomic
character ! induces an isomorphism (which we continue to denote by !)

! W I �!� F�p :

For each i D 0; : : : ; n� 1, we let ˛i W I ! T denote the composite {i ı!�1.

Lemma 3.1.3. The scheme X1.p/O is a semistable projective model for X1.p/=L
over O, the natural morphism

X1.p/O! X0.p/ (3.1.4)

is tamely ramified, and the action of I � T on X1.p/=L extends to an action on
X1.p/O. Furthermore, on each irreducible component of its special fibre, the inertia
group I acts through the composite of the T -action with one of the characters ˛i .

Proof. We will apply a form of Deligne’s homogeneity principle, as described in
the proof of [Taylor and Yoshida 2007, Proposition 3.4], to the morphism (3.1.4).
The scheme here denoted X0.p/ is there denoted XU (and the integral model there
is considered over Zp rather than OF;.p/, but this is immaterial for our present
purposes), while the scheme there denoted XU0 is an integral model of the Shimura
variety (in the notation of the present paper)X.KpKp/, whereKpDGLn.Zp/�Z�p .
We let X0.p/

.h/
s (for 0�h�n�1) denote the locally closed subset of the special fibre

X0.p/s , obtained by pulling back the locally closed subsetX .h/U0 defined in Section 3
of [Taylor and Yoshida 2007] under the natural projection X0.p/s DXU !XU0 .

We will show that the morphism (3.1.4) is tamely ramified in the formal neigh-
bourhood of any closed geometric point of the special fibre X0.p/s , and hence
(by Lemma 1.5.3) that it is tamely ramified. We first note that the morphism
X0.p/=OF.�p�1/;.v/

! X0.p/ induces an isomorphism on special fibres, and so
we are free to replace X0.p/ by X0.p/=OF.�p�1/;.v/

in our considerations. We next
note that the completion of the bottom arrow of (3.1.2) at a closed geometric
point x0 of X0.p/s depends up to isomorphism only on the value of h for which
x0 2X0.p/

.h/
s (since the p-divisible group attached to the point x0 depends only on
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the value of h), and hence that the restriction of (3.1.4) to a formal neighbourhood of
x0 depends only on the value of h. Then, by [Taylor and Yoshida 2007, Lemma 3.1],
the closure of X0.p/

.h/
s contains X0.p/

.0/
s . Since being tamely ramified is an open

condition, we conclude from these two conditions that, in order to prove the lemma,
it suffices to show that the restriction of (3.1.4) to a formal neighbourhood of x0 is
tamely ramified at closed geometric points x0 of X0.p/

.0/
s . (As already indicated,

this argument is a variation on Deligne’s homogeneity principle.)
Thus, consider a closed geometric supersingular point x0 of X0.p/

.0/
s , so that

x0 admits a formal neighbourhood of the form

SpecW.Fp/ŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn��=.T1 � � �Tn�wp/:

The proof of [Taylor and Yoshida 2007, Proposition 3.4] shows that the Ti may
be taken to be the matrix of ˛i�1 on tangent spaces, so that the map X0.p/!

OT�OF.�p�1/;.v/
� � � �OF.�p�1/;.v/

OT may be defined in the formal neighbourhood
of x0 by the map

.T1; : : : ; Tn/ 7! ..T1; U1/; : : : ; .Tn; Un//;

where Ui D T1 � � � yTi � � �Tn (and, as is usual in these situations, a hat on a variable
denotes that that variable is omitted in the expression). Thus a formal neighbourhood
of a closed geometric point lying over x0 in .X1.p/=O/s is isomorphic to

SpecW.Fp/Œ��ŒŒV1; : : : ; Vn��=..V1 � � �Vn/p�1�wp/:

If we write u WD V1 � � �Vn=� , then we see that up�1 D �wp=p, and hence that
u lies in the normalisation of this formal neighbourhood. Furthermore, on each
component of this normalisation, u is equal to one of the .p�1/-st roots of �wp=p
lying in W.Fp/. Thus the normalisation of this formal neighbourhood is a union of
components, each isomorphic to

Spec OŒŒV1; : : : ; Vn��=.V1 � � �Vn�u�/;

with the morphism (3.1.4) being given by Ti D V
p�1
i . Thus this morphism is

indeed tamely ramified in the formal neighbourhood of x0.
It is clear that the I �T -action on X1.p/L extends to an action on X1.p/=O, and

hence to its normalisation X1.p/O. As for the final statement, note that I acts on �
via !, and hence on u via !�1, while I fixes each Vi . Also T acts on Vi through
multiplication by the i -th diagonal entry, and so acts on u via multiplication by the
determinant. Combining these facts, we see that I acts on the components of the
special fibre on which Vi D 0 via {i ı!�1. �
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Remark 3.1.5. This lemma (and the fact that X0.p/ is strictly semistable) shows
that the map X1.p/O! X0.p/ provides a tame strictly semistable context, in the
sense of Section 1.5. In particular, we can apply Theorem 1.5.15 in this setting
(of course taking the group G to be the abelian group T ), and we see that each
character  j as in the statement of that theorem is equal to one of the characters ˛i .

3.2. Canonical local systems. If K is a sufficiently small compact open subgroup
of G.A1/, and V is a continuous representation of K on a finite-dimensional
Fp-vector space (this vector space being equipped with its discrete topology), then
we may associate to V an étale local system FV of Fp-vector spaces on X.K/ as
follows: Choose an open normal subgroup K 0 �K lying in the kernel of V , and
regard V as a representation of the quotient K=K 0. Since X.K 0/ is naturally an
étale K=K 0-torsor over X.K/, we may form the étale local system of Fp-vector
spaces over X.K/ associated to the K=K 0-representation V . This local system is
independent of the choice of K 0, up to canonical isomorphism, and we define it to
be FV .

Definition 3.2.1. We refer to the étale local systems FV that arise by the preceding
construction as the canonical local systems on X.K/. If we may choose K 0 in
the kernel of V to be of level dividing N (so that in particular X.K/ is of level
dividing N ), then we say that FV can be trivialised at level N .

3.3. The Eichler–Shimura relation. Let X be a U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura variety of
level dividing N . Let w be a place of F such that l WDwjQ splits in F and does not
divide N . There is a natural action via correspondences on X of Hecke operators
T
.i/
w , 0� i � n, where T .i/w is the double coset operator corresponding to�

l1i 0

0 1n�i

�
� 1 2 GLn.Ql/�Z�l ;

where we use the assumption that l −N and identify a hyperspecial maximal compact
subgroup of G.Ql/ with GLn.Zl/�Z�

l
via an isomorphism Dw ŠMn.Ql/. These

correspondences then act on the cohomology H j
ét .XQ; Fp/.

More generally if FV is a canonical local system on X that can be trivialised at
level N , then we obtain an action of the double coset operators T .i/w on FV , and
hence on the cohomology H j

ét .XQ;FV /.
The following theorem regarding this action is then an immediate consequence

of the main result of [Wedhorn 2000] (which proves the Eichler–Shimura relation
for PEL Shimura varieties at places of good reduction at which the group is split).

Theorem 3.3.1. Let X be a U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura variety of level dividing N and
FV a canonical local system on X . Let w be a place of F such that wjQ splits in F
and does not divide Np. Then

Pn
iD0.�1/

i .Normw/i.i�1/=2T
.i/
w Frobn�iw acts as 0

on each H j
ét .XQ;FV /.
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3.4. Vanishing and torsion-freeness of cohomology for certain U.n � 1; 1/-Shi-
mura varieties. Let X denote a U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura variety as above, and let FV
denote a canonical local system on X . Choose N so that X has level dividing N ,
so that FV can be trivialised at level N , and so that p divides N . Assume that the
projection of the corresponding level K to G.Ap;1/ is sufficiently small.

Let TD ZpŒT
.i/
w � be the polynomial ring in the variables T .i/w , 1� i � n, where

w runs over the places of F such that wjQ splits in F and does not divide N . Let
m be a maximal ideal in T with residue field Fp, and suppose that there exists
a continuous irreducible representation �m W GF ! GLn.Fp/ which is unrami-
fied at all finite places not dividing N , and which satisfies char.�m.Frobw// �Pn
iD0.�1/

i .Normw/i.i�1/=2T
.i/
w Xn�i mod m for all w −N such that wjQ splits

in F . Continue to fix a choice of a place p of F dividing p, and write GQp

for GFp from now on. Recall that the choice of p also gives us an isomorphism
G.Qp/Š GLn.Qp/�Q�p as in Section 3.1.

We consider the following further hypothesis on �m (this is Hypothesis 4.1.1):

Hypothesis 3.4.1. If � WGF !GLm.Fp/ is any continuous, irreducible representa-
tion with the property that the characteristic polynomial of �m.g/ annihilates �.g/
for every g 2GF , then � is equivalent to �m.

We will now prove our first main result, a vanishing theorem for the cohomology
of X with FV -coefficients:

Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose that �m satisfies Hypothesis 3.4.1, that �mjGQp
is r-

regular for some r� .n�1/=2, that p>n.n�1/=2C1 and, if rD .n�1/=2, suppose
in addition that �mjGQp

contains an irreducible subquotient of dimension greater
than 1. Then the localisations H i

ét.XQ;FV /m vanish for i � r and i � 2.n�1/� r .

Remark 3.4.3. In Section 4.1 we will show that Hypothesis 3.4.1 is satisfied if
either �m is induced from a character of GK for some degree-n cyclic Galois
extension K=Q, or if p� n and SLn.k/� �m.GF /� F�p GLn.k/ for some subfield
k � Fp.

Remark 3.4.4. While we work here with étale local systems and étale cohomology,
by virtue of Artin’s comparison theorem [SGA 43 1973, Exposé XI, Théorème 4.3]
our vanishing results are equivalent to vanishing results for the cohomology of
the complex U.n� 1; 1/-Shimura varieties with coefficients in the corresponding
canonical local systems for the complex topology.

Proof of Theorem 3.4.2. First, note that it suffices to prove vanishing in degree i � r
for all V , as vanishing in degree i � 2.n� 1/� r then follows by Poincaré duality.
(Note that the dual of the canonical local system FV attached to a representation V
is the canonical local system attached to the contragredient representation V _.)
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We prove the theorem for i � r by induction on i , the case when i < 0 being
trivial. We begin by reducing to the case when FV is trivial. To this end, write
X DX.K/, let K 0 be an open normal subgroup of K of level dividing N such that
V is representation of K=K 0, and choose an embedding of K=K 0-representations
V ,!FpŒK=K

0�n for some n; denote the cokernel byW . Let � denote the projection
X.K 0/! X.K/. Passing to the associated canonical local systems, we obtain a
short exact sequence 0! FV ! ��Fnp! FW ! 0, which gives rise to an exact
sequence of cohomology

H i�1
ét .XQ;FW / �!H i

ét.XQ;FV / �!H i
ét.XQ; ��Fnp/DH

i
ét.X.K

0/Q; Fp/
n:

Localising at m and applying our inductive hypothesis (with FW in place of FV ),
we reduce to the case of constant coefficients (with X.K 0/ in place of X). We
therefore turn to establishing the claimed vanishing in this case.

Suppose now that K 0 is any open normal subgroup of K of level dividing N .
Combining the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence

E
m;n
2 DHm

ét .K=K
0;Hn.X.K 0/Q; Fp/m/D)HmCn

ét .X.K/Q; Fp/m

with our inductive hypothesis, we find that vanishing of H i
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m implies
the vanishing of H i

ét.X.K/Q; Fp/m. Thus, without loss of generality, we may and
do assume that K DKpKp , where Kp is an open normal subgroup of I1 and Kp

is a sufficiently small compact open subgroup of G.A1;p/.
We again consider a Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence, this time the one

relating the cohomology of X.K/ and X.I1Kp/, which takes the form

E
m;n
2 DHm.I1=Kp;H

n
ét.X.K/Q; Fp/m/D)HmCn

ét .X.I1K
p/Q; Fp/m:

Once more taking into account our inductive hypothesis, we obtain an isomorphism
H i

ét.X.I1K
p/Q; Fp/m�!

� H i
ét.X.K/Q; Fp/

I1=Kp
m . Since I1=Kp is a p-group, while

H i
ét.X.K/Q; Fp/m is a vector space over a field of characteristic p, we see that the

latter space vanishes if and only if its space of I1=Kp-invariants does. Thus we are
reduced to establishing the theorem in the case when K D I1Kp.

Now recall that I�1 D F�p � I1, and that the projection onto the first factor
arises from the similitude projection GU.n� 1; 1/! Gm. From this it follows
that X.I1Kp/ is isomorphic to the product X.I�1K

p/ �F SpecA, where A WD
F Œx�= p̂.x/ (where p̂.x/ denotes the p-th cyclotomic polynomial; the action of
F�p D I

�
1 =I1 on X.I1Kp/ is induced by the action of F�p on A given by x 7! xa

for a 2 F�p). Consequently there is an isomorphism of Galois representations

H i .X.I1K
p/Q; Fp/m �!

�

p�2M
jD0

H i .X.I�1K
p/Q; Fp/mj ˝!

j ;
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where mj is the maximal ideal in T which corresponds to the twisted Galois
representation �mj WD �m ˝ !

�j . Since each of the Galois representations �mj
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem (as these hypotheses are invariant under
twisting), we are reduced to proving the theorem in the case of X.I�1K

p/.
Consider an irreducibleGF �I0=I�1 -subrepresentation ofH i

ét.X.I
�
1K

p/Q; Fp/m,
which we may write in the form � ˝ ˇ, where � is an absolutely irreducible
GF -representation and ˇ is a character of the abelian group T .Fp/ D I0=I

�
1 .

Theorem 3.3.1 and Hypothesis 3.4.1 taken together imply that � is equivalent to
�m. We consider ˇ as an n-tuple of characters ˇ1; : : : ; ˇn of F�p . Write žj for the
Teichmüller lift of ǰ and �j for the character of IQp given by ǰ . By Lemma 3.1.3,
Remark 3.1.5 and Theorem 1.5.15, we see that � can be embedded as the reduction
mod p of a potentially semistable representation with Hodge–Tate weights in the
range Œ�i; 0�, whose inertial type is a direct sum of characters belonging to the
collection f žj g. (To see this, note that as � is in the ˇ-part of the cohomology, it nec-
essarily occurs in the reduction of the ž-part of the GF �T -representation provided
by Theorem 1.5.15.) We claim that det � jIQp

D det �mjIQp
D �1 � � ��n!

�n.n�1/=2.
Admitting this for the moment, we may apply Theorem 2.2.4 to the representation
�mj
_
GQp

, and we deduce that �mj_GQp
is not r-regular. Equivalently, we see that

�mjGQp
is not r-regular, which contradicts our assumptions.

It remains to establish the equality det � jIQp
Ddet �mjIQp

D�1 � � ��n!
�n.n�1/=2.

To see this, note that Theorem 3.3.1 implies that, for each place w −N of F such
that wjQ splits in F , we have det �m.Frobw/D .Normw/n.n�1/=2T

.n/
w . Let  m be

the character of A�F =F
� corresponding to the character !n.n�1/=2 det �m by global

class field theory; then we need to prove that  mjZ�p D ˇ1 � � �ˇn. The centre of
G.AQ/ is A�F , so by the definition of the Shimura variety X there is a natural action
of A�F =F

� on H i
ét.X.I

�
1K

p/Q; Fp/m. By the definition of the Hecke operators,
we see that if $w is a uniformiser at a place w − N of F such that wjQ splits in
F , then $w acts as T .n/w . By the Chebotarev density theorem, we deduce that the
action of A�F =F

� on the underlying vector space of � (which by definition is a
subspace of H i

ét.X.I
�
1K

p/Q; Fp/m) is via the character  m. In order to compute
 mjZ�p , it is thus sufficient to compute the action of Z�p on H i

ét.X.I
�
1K

p/Q; Fp/m,
and in particular sufficient to compute the action of the Iwahori subgroup I0. Now,
since � is assumed to be in the ˇ-part of the cohomology, I0 acts via the character
ˇ of I0=I�1 , so that  mjZ�p D ˇ1 � � �ˇn, as required. �

Corollary 3.4.5. Suppose that �m satisfies Hypothesis 3.4.1, that �m jGQp
is r-

regular for some r �minf.n�1/=2; p�2g, and, if r D .n�1/=2, suppose in addi-
tion that �m jGQp

contains an irreducible subquotient of dimension greater than 1.
Then the localisation H i

ét.XQ;Zp/m vanishes for i � r , while H rC1
ét .XQ;Zp/m is

torsion-free.
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Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 3.4.2 and the short exact sequence

0 �!H i
ét.XQ;Zp/m=mZp

H i
ét.XQ;Zp/m

�!H i
ét.XQ; Fp/m �!H iC1

ét .XQ;Zp/mŒmZp
� �! 0: �

Remark 3.4.6. As already remarked in the introduction, we expect some kind of
mod p analogue of Arthur’s conjectures to hold, and so in particular we expect
that stronger results than Theorem 3.4.2 and Corollary 3.4.5 should hold. In
particular, if m is any maximal ideal in the Hecke algebra attached to an irreducible
continuous representation �m WGF !GLn.Fp/, then we expect that the localisations
H i

ét.XQ;FV /m and H i
ét.XQ;Zp/m should vanish in degrees i < n� 1.

On the other hand, it need not be the case that (for example)H i
ét.XQ; Fp/ vanishes

in all degrees in which H i
ét.XQ;Qp/ vanishes. For example, in the case n D 3,

for the unitary Shimura varieties that we consider here, namely those that are
associated to division algebras, it is known that H 1

ét.XQ;Qp/D 0 [Rogawski 1990,
Theorem 15.3.1]. (Under additional restrictions on the division algebra allowed,
an analogous result is known for all values of n [Clozel 1993, Theorem 3.4].)
On the other hand, one can construct examples for which H 1

ét.XQ; Fp/¤ 0, and
hence for which H 2

ét.XQ;Zp/ is not torsion-free, via congruence cohomology.
(See e.g., the proof of [Suh 2008, Theorem 3.4].) The existence of such classes
does not contradict our theorems or expectations, since congruence cohomology
is necessarily Eisenstein (i.e., gives rise to Eisenstein systems of Hecke eigen-
values, in the sense that the associated Galois representation �m is completely
reducible).

3.5. On the mod p cohomology of certain U.2; 1/-Shimura varieties. Let X WD
X.K/ denote a U.2; 1/-Shimura variety, with K of level dividing N for some
natural number N divisible by p, and such that the projection of K to G.Ap;1/

is sufficiently small. Let FV be a canonical local system on X , which may be
trivialised at level N . The results of Section 3.4 are particularly powerful in this
case, as we now demonstrate.

Corollary 3.5.1. Suppose that �m satisfies Hypothesis 3.4.1, that �mjGQp
is 1-

regular, and that �m jGQp
contains an irreducible subquotient of dimension greater

than 1. Then the localisations H i
ét.XQ;FV /m vanish for i ¤ 2.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.4.2, noting that the hypothesis
that �mjGQp

is 1-regular implies that p > 4 (indeed, that p � 11). �

We now prove a result which does not require the existence of a Galois represen-
tation �m. We begin with a lemma:
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Lemma 3.5.2. If m is a maximal ideal of T with residue field Fp, such that
H 0

ét.XQ;FV /m ¤ 0, then there is an abelian representation �0 W GF ! GL3.Fp/
such that char.�0.Frobw//D

P3
iD0.�1/

i .Normw/i.i�1/=2T
.i/
w Xn�i .mod m/ for

all split places w of E for which w −Np.

Proof. This is standard and follows for example from [Deligne 1979, Section 2.1]. �

Theorem 3.5.3. If � is a 3-dimensional irreducible sub-GF -representation of the
étale cohomology group H 1

ét.XQ;FV /, then every irreducible subquotient of �jGQp

is 1-dimensional, or else �jGQp
is not 1-regular, or else �.GF / is not generated by

its subset of regular elements.

Remark 3.5.4. Recall that a square matrix is said to be regular if its minimal and
characteristic polynomials coincide. In Section 4.2 we will show that �.GF / is
generated by its subset of regular elements if either �m is induced from a character
of GK for some cubic Galois extension K=Q, or if �.GF / contains a regular
unipotent element.

Remark 3.5.5. In the proof of the theorem we use some of the results of Section 4.

Proof of Theorem 3.5.3. The argument follows similar lines to the proof of
Theorem 3.4.2, although it is slightly more involved, since we are not giving
ourselves the existence of the Galois representation �m.4 The key point will be that,
in the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequences that appear, the only other cohomology
to contribute besides H 1 will be H 0, and, for maximal ideals of T in the support
of H 0, we do have associated Galois representations, by Lemma 3.5.2.

We first show that if H 0
ét.XQ;FW /m ¤ 0 for some canonical local system FW

on X and some maximal ideal m of T, then HomGF .�;H
1
ét.XQ;FV /Œm�/D 0. To

see this, note that if H 0
ét.XQ;FW /m ¤ 0 and HomGF .�;H

1
ét.XQ;FV /Œm�/ ¤ 0,

then Lemma 3.5.2 and Theorem 3.3.1 together imply that there exists an abelian
representation �0 W GF ! GL3.Fp/ such that, for all g 2 GF , the characteristic
polynomial of �0.g/ annihilates �.g/. By Lemma 4.1.3 this implies that � is abelian,
which is impossible as � is irreducible.

Now H 1
ét.XQ;FV / is the direct sum of its localisations at the various maximal

ideals m of T, and hence, since HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X;FV // ¤ 0 by hypothesis, we

see that HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X;FV /m/¤ 0 for some maximal ideal m of T. Since this

is a finite-length Tm-module, we see that its Tm-socle HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X;FV /Œm�/

must also be nonzero, and hence, by the preceding paragraph, we conclude that
H 0

ét.X;FW /m D 0 for any canonical local system FW on X .

4In fact, as noted in the introduction, recent work of Scholze [2013] implies that �m exists for any
maximal ideal m in the Hecke algebra. We have left our argument as originally written.
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As in the proof of Theorem 3.4.2, choose a short exact sequence of canonical
local systems 0!FV ! ��Fnp!FW ! 0, for some � WX 0!X . Passing to the
long exact sequence

H 0
ét.X;FW /m �!H 1

ét.X;FV /m �!H 1
ét.X; ��Fp/

n
DH 1

ét.X
0; Fp/

n;

and using the result of the preceding paragraph, namely that H 0
ét.X;FW /mD 0, we

conclude that � embeds into H 1
ét.X

0; Fp/. Thus, replacing X by X 0, we reduce to
the case when FV is constant, which we assume from now on.

We now suppose that � is a subrepresentation of H 1
ét.XQ; Fp/m. We will prove

that � is then necessarily a subrepresentation of H 1
ét.X.K

pI1/; Fp/m for some
sufficiently small open subgroup Kp of G.A1;p/. The result will then follow from
Lemmas 3.1.3 and 4.2.2 and Theorems 1.5.15, 3.3.1, and 2.2.4.

As in the proof of Theorem 3.4.2, we write X D X.K/, and choose a normal
open subgroup K 0 WDKpKp of K, with Kp � I1. The Hochschild–Serre spectral
sequence associated to the cover X.K 0/!X.K/ gives rise to an exact sequence

0 �!H 1.K=K 0;H 0.X.K 0/; Fp/m/ �!H 1
ét.X.K/; Fp/m

�!H 1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/
K=K0

m �!H 2.K=K 0;H 0.X.K 0/; Fp/m/:

The same argument as above, using Lemma 3.5.2 (applied now with X.K 0/ in place
of X ), Theorem 3.3.1, and Lemma 4.1.3 below, shows that

H 1.K=K 0;H 0.X.K 0/; Fp/m/DH
2.K=K 0;H 0.X.K 0/; Fp/m/D 0:

Thus in fact we have an isomorphismH 1
ét.X.K/; Fp/�!

� H 1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/
K=K0

m , and
hence an isomorphism

HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X.K/; Fp// �!

� HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/
K=K0

m /

D HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m/
K=K0 :

In particular, if � appears as a subrepresentation ofH 1
ét.X.K/; Fp/m, then it appears

as a subrepresentation of H 1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m.
Now, considering the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence for the coverX.K 0/!

X.KpI1/, and using the fact that if HomGF .�;H
1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m/¤ 0, then also
HomGF .�;H

1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m/
I1=Kp ¤ 0 (since I1=Kp is a p-group), we conclude

that if � appears as a subrepresentation of H 1
ét.X.K

0/; Fp/m, then it appears as a
subrepresentation of H 1

ét.X.K
pI1/; Fp/m.

Arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.2, we then deduce that some
twist of � appears in H 1

ét.X.K
pI�1 /; Fp/, and so, replacing � by this twist, it

suffices to prove that if � is an irreducible 3-dimensional representation � of
H 1

ét.X.K
pI�1 /; Fp/ that is generated by its regular elements, then either every

irreducible subquotient of �jGQp
is 1-dimensional, or else �jGQp

is not 1-regular.
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This follows from Lemma 3.1.3 and Theorems 1.5.15, 3.3.1, and 2.2.4 exactly as in
the proof of Theorem 3.4.2, replacing the appeal to Hypothesis 3.4.1 with one to
Lemma 4.2.2 below. �

Our other main theorem concerns the weight part of the Serre-type conjecture
of [Herzig 2009] for U.2; 1/. It is proved by combining our techniques with those
of [Emerton et al. 2013], where a similar theorem is proved for U.3/ (which
is simpler, because one has vanishing of cohomology outside of degree 0). We
begin by recalling some terminology from that work. We will call an irreducible
Fp-representation of GL3.Fp/ a Serre weight. Fix an irreducible representation
� W GF ! GL3.Fp/. Let X WD X.K/ be a U.2; 1/-Shimura variety such that K
is of level dividing N and has sufficiently small projection to G.Ap;1/, where
now we assume that .N; p/D 1. Assume furthermore that � is unramified at all
places not dividing Np, and define a maximal ideal m of T with residue field
Fp by demanding that, for each place w − Np of F such that wjQ splits in F ,
the characteristic polynomial of �.Frobw/ is equal to the reduction modulo m ofP3
iD0.�1/

i .Normw/i.i�1/=2T
.i/
w Xn�i .

Let V be a Serre weight; since .N; p/=1, we may write K D KpKp, where
Kp �G.Qp/ŠGL3.Qp/�Q�p is conjugate to GL3.Zp/�Z�p , and we may regard
V as a representation of Kp via the projection GL3.Zp/� GL3.Fp/. As usual,
write FV for the canonical local system associated to V . We say that � is modular
of weight V if for some N , X as above and for some 0� i � 4 we have

H i
ét.XQ;FV /m ¤ 0:

Assume now that �jGQp
is irreducible. Definition 6.2.2 of [Emerton et al. 2013]

defines what it means for a Serre weight to be (strongly) generic, and Section 5.1
there (using the recipe of [Herzig 2009]) defines a set W ‹.�/ of Serre weights in
which it is predicted that � is modular. Let Wgen.�/ be the set of generic weights
for which � is modular.

Theorem 3.5.6. Suppose that � satisfies Hypothesis 4.1.1 and �jGQp
is irreducible

and 1-regular. Suppose that � is modular of some strongly generic weight. Then
Wgen.�/DW

‹.�/. In fact, for each V 2Wgen.�/, we have

H i
ét.XQ;FV /m ¤ 0

if and only if i D 2 and V 2W ‹.�/.

Proof. By the definition of m, the representation � satisfies the defining properties
of the representation �m considered in Section 3.4. Applying Corollary 3.5.1, we
see that for any Serre weight V we have H i

ét.XQ;FV /m D 0 if i ¤ 2. We will now
deduce the result from Theorem 6.2.3 of [Emerton et al. 2013] (taking r there to be
our �). By Theorem 4.3.3 of that reference, we see that it suffices to show that we
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can define S and zS as in Section 4 there, so that Axioms Ã1–Ã3 of Section 4.3 of
that work are satisfied. Following [Emerton et al. 2013], we define S and zS using
completed cohomology in the sense of [Emerton 2006] (in [Emerton et al. 2013] the
use of completed cohomology was somewhat disguised, but the constructions with
algebraic modular forms there are equivalent to the use of completed cohomology
of U.3/ in degree 0). In fact, given our vanishing results the verification of the
axioms of [Emerton et al. 2013] is very similar to that carried out in that work for
U.3/, and we content ourselves with sketching the arguments.

From now on we regard the prime-to-p level structure Kp of X as fixed, and we
will vary Kp in our arguments. We will write Kp.0/ for GL3.Zp/�Z�p �G.Qp/.
We fix a sufficiently large extensionE=Qp with ring of integers OE , residue field kE ,
and uniformiser $E , and we define

S WD lim
��!
Kp

H 2
ét.X.K

pKp/Q; Fp/m;

zS WD
��

lim
 ��
s

lim
��!
Kp

H 2
ét.X.K

pKp/Q;OE=$
s
E /m

�
˝OE Zp

�l:alg

(that is, the locally algebraic vectors in the localisation at m of the completed
cohomology of degree 2). Using the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence and the
vanishing of H i

ét.XQ;FV /m D 0 if i ¤ 2, it is straightforward to verify Axioms
Ã1–Ã3 of Section 4.3 of [Emerton et al. 2013], as we now explain.

First, we need to check that our definition of “modular” is consistent with that
of Definition 4.2.2 of [Emerton et al. 2013]. This amounts to showing that for any
Serre weight V

.S ˝ FpV /
Kp.0/ DH 2

ét.X.Kp.0/K
p/Q;FV /m:

To see this, note that since any sufficiently small Kp acts trivially on V , we have

S ˝ FpV D lim
��!
Kp

H 2
ét.X.K

pKp/Q; Fp/m˝V �!
� lim
��!
Kp

H 2
ét.X.K

pKp/Q;FV /m;

so it is enough to check that for all compact open subgroups Kp �Kp.0/ we have

H 2
ét.X.K

pKp/Q;FV /
Kp.0/
m DH 2

ét.X.K
pKp.0//Q;FV /m;

which is an easy consequence of the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence and our
vanishing result. We also need an embedding S ,! zS ˝ ZpFp which is compatible
with the actions of GL3.Qp/ and the Hecke algebra. In fact, it is easy to see that
we have zS ˝ ZpFp D S . For example, there is a natural isomorphism

H 3
ét.XQ;OE /m=$EH

3
ét.XQ;OE /m DH

3
ét.XQ; kE /m;
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and hence the vanishing of H 3
ét.XQ; kE /m implies that of the finitely generated OE -

module H 3
ét.XQ;OE /m. One then sees that for all s we have a natural isomorphism

H 2
ét.XQ;OE /m=$

s
EH

2
ét.XQ;OE /m DH

2
ét.XQ;OE=$

s
E /m;

from which the claim follows easily.
We now examine Axiom Ã1. We must show that if zV is a finite free Zp-

module with a locally algebraic action of Kp.0/ (acting through GL3.Zp/), then
. zS ˝ Zp zV /

Kp.0/ is a finite free Zp-module, and for ADQp, Fp we have

. zS ˝ Zp zV /
Kp.0/˝ ZpAD . zS ˝ Zp zV ˝ ZpA/

Kp.0/:

This is straightforward, the key point being that if F zV denotes the lisse étale sheaf
attached to zV , then a straightforward argument with Hochschild–Serre as above gives

. zS ˝ Zp zV /
Kp.0/ DH 2

ét.X.K
pKp.0//Q;F zV /m;

which is certainly a finite free Zp-module (it is torsion-free by the proof of
Corollary 3.4.5).

The verification of Axioms Ã2 and Ã3 is now exactly the same as in Propo-
sition 7.4.4 of [Emerton et al. 2013], as the Galois representations occurring in
the localised cohomology module H 2

ét.X.K
pKp.0//Q;F zV /m are associated to

automorphic forms exactly as in that work.5 (In fact, at least for Axiom Ã2 this is a
rather roundabout way of proceeding, as the Galois representations in question are
constructed in [Harris and Taylor 2001] by using H 2

ét.X.K
pKp.0//Q;F zV /, and

one can read off the required properties directly from the comparison theorems of
p-adic Hodge theory. For Axiom Ã3 we are not aware of any comparison theorems
in sufficient generality, so it is necessary at present to take a lengthier route through
the theory of automorphic forms.) �

4. Group theory lemmas

The theorems of Section 3 contain certain hypotheses on the Galois representations
involved. Our goal in this section is to establish some group-theoretic lemmas which
give sufficient criteria for these hypotheses to be satisfied. Throughout the section
G is a finite group and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. For
any square matrix A with entries in k, we write char.A/ to denote the characteristic
polynomial of A.

5In the interests of full disclosure, we are not aware of a reference in the literature giving the
precise base change result from U.2; 1/ to GL3 that we need, but it seems to be well-known to the
experts, and will follow from the much more general work in progress of Mok and Kaletha, Minguez,
Shin and White.
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4.1. Characterising representations by their characteristic polynomials. Let � W
G!GLn.k/ be an irreducible representation. In this subsection we establish some
criteria for � to satisfy the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.1.1. If � WG!GLm.k/ is irreducible, and if char.�.g// annihilates
�.g/ for every g 2G, then � is equivalent to �.

Remark 4.1.2. Any irreducible � of dimension 2 satisfies Hypothesis 4.1.1, as was
proved by Mazur [1977, proof of Proposition 14.2]. However, it is not satisfied in
general if the dimension n of � is greater than 2 (for instance, this already fails if
� is the irreducible 3-dimensional representation of A4; see Section 5 of [Boston
et al. 1991] as well as Remark 4.1.7 below).

Lemma 4.1.3. Let � WG! GLn.k/ and � WG!GLm.k/ be two representations.
If � is irreducible, and if char.�.g// annihilates �.g/ for every g 2 G, then the
kernel of � contains the kernel of �.

Proof. If �.g/ is trivial, then the assumption implies that every eigenvalue of �.g/
is equal to 1, and hence that �.g/ is unipotent, and so of order a power of p. Thus
the image of ker.�/ under � is a normal subgroup H of �.G/ of p-power order,
and we see that the space of invariants .km/H is a nontrivial subspace of km. Since
H is normal in �.G/, we see that �.G/ leaves .km/H invariant, and hence, since
� is assumed to be irreducible, we see that in fact .km/H D km. Thus H is trivial,
which is to say that ker.�/� ker.�/, as claimed. �

Lemma 4.1.4. If � W G ! GLn.k/ is a direct sum of 1-dimensional characters
of G, and if �.g/ W G ! GLm.k/ is an irreducible representation of G such that
char.�.g// annihilates �.g/ for every g 2G, then mD 1, so that � is a character,
and every element of G lies in the kernel of at least one of the summands of �˝��1.

Proof. Since � is a direct sum of characters, it factors throughGab. Lemma 4.1.3 then
shows that � also factors through Gab. Since � is also assumed to be irreducible, we
find that � must be a character. Twisting by � by ��1, we may in fact assume that � is
trivial, and, writing �D�1˚� � �˚�n, we find that for each g2G, the value �i .g/ is
equal to 1 for at least one value of i (since char.�.g//D .X��1.g// � � � .X��n.g//
annihilates �.g/D 1). Thus G is equal to the union of its subgroups ker.�i /. �

Remark 4.1.5. In the context of the preceding proposition, we can’t conclude in
general that � coincides with one the summands of �. For example, if G denotes
the Klein four-group, if p is odd, and if � denotes the 3-dimensional representation
obtained by taking the direct sum of the three nontrivial characters ofG, then, taking
� to be the trivial representation, the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied, but
� is certainly not one of the summands of �.
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Lemma 4.1.6. If � WG!GLn.k/ is irreducible, and is isomorphic to an induction
IndGH  , where H is a cyclic normal subgroup of G of index n and  WH ! k� is
a character, then � satisfies Hypothesis 4.1.1.

Proof. The restriction �jH is isomorphic to the direct sum
L
g2G=H  

g . If we
let � 0 be a Jordan–Hölder constituent of the restriction �jH , then Lemma 4.1.4
(applied to the representations �jH and � 0 of H ) implies that � 0 is a character of
H and (because H is cyclic) that � 0 D  g for some g 2G=H . The H -equivariant
inclusion  g D � 0! �jH then induces a nonzeroG-equivariant map �D IndGH  D
IndGH  

g ! � , which must be an isomorphism, since both its source and target are
irreducible by assumption. This proves the lemma. �
Remark 4.1.7. If we take G D A4 and H to be the normal subgroup of G of
order four (so that H is a Klein four-group), then the induction of any nontrivial
character of H gives an irreducible representation � W G ! SO3.k/. For every
g 2G, the characteristic polynomial of �.g/ thus has 1 as an eigenvalue, and so, if
� denotes the trivial character of G, the element �.g/ is annihilated by char.�.g//
for every g 2G. Thus the analogue of Lemma 4.1.6 does not hold in general if H
is not cyclic.

We thank Florian Herzig for providing the proof of the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1.8. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of GLn.k/ which contains
SLn.k0/ for some subfield k0 of k and is contained in k�GLn.k0/.

(1) Any irreducible representation ofG over k remains irreducible upon restriction
to SLn.k0/.

(2) Given any two irreducible representations of G which become isomorphic
upon restriction to SLn.k0/, one can be obtained from the other via twisting by
a character of G that is trivial on SLn.k0/.

Proof. Let G act via � on the k-vector space V , and let .�;W / be an irreducible
subrepresentation of � jSLn.k0/. Then W is obtained by restriction from a repre-
sentation of the algebraic group SLn =k0 (see Section 1 of [Jantzen 1987]), so the
action of SLn.k0/ on W may be extended to an action of GLn.k/ and thus of G.
By Frobenius reciprocity we obtain a surjective map .IndGSLn.k0/

1/˝W ! V of
G-representations. Since G=SLn.k0/ is a finite abelian group of prime-to-p order,
we see that .IndGSLn.k0/

1/ is a direct sum of 1-dimensional representations, so that V
is a twist of W by some character which is trivial on SLn.k0/. Thus the restriction
of � to SLn.k0/ is just W , which is irreducible, proving (1).

This same argument also serves to establish (2). �
Lemma 4.1.9. Assume that p � n. If � W G ! GLn.k/ is irreducible, and
if SLn.k0/ � �.G/ � k�GLn.k0/ for some subfield k0 of k, then � satisfies
Hypothesis 4.1.1.
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Proof. The case nD 1 follows from Lemma 4.1.4, and, as remarked above, the case
nD 2 is proved in the course of the proof of Proposition 14.2 of [Mazur 1977], so
we may assume that n� 3. By Lemma 4.1.3, we may assume that � is faithful, so
that we can identify G with �.G/. In particular, SLn.k0/ is a subgroup of G, and,
by Lemma 4.1.8, the restriction of � to SLn.k0/ remains irreducible.

Since G is finite, our assumption that SLn.k0/ � G implies that k0 is finite;
suppose that k0 has cardinality q. We recall some basic facts about the representation
theory of SLn.k0/; see for example Section 1 of [Jantzen 1987]. The irreducible
k-representations of SLn.k0/ are obtained by restriction from the algebraic group
SLn =k0, and are precisely those representations whose highest weights are q-
restricted. (With the usual choice of maximal torus T of SLn, if we identify
the weight lattice with Zn modulo the diagonally embedded copy of Z, a weight
.a1; : : : ; an/ is q-restricted if 0� ai �aiC1 � q�1 for all 1� i � n�1.) Suppose
that � has highest weight .a1; : : : ; an/. Let g 2 SLn.k0/ be a semisimple element
with eigenvalues ˛1; : : : ; ˛n. Then, since g is conjugate to an element of T .k/, by
considering the formal character of the corresponding representation of SLn =k0,
we see that among the eigenvalues of �.g/ are each of the quantities

nY
iD1

˛
xi
i ;

where the xi are a permutation of a1; : : : ; an.
Our assumption on � and � implies that, for each such permutation,

Qn
iD1 ˛

xi
i

must be one of ˛1; : : : ; ˛n. In particular, if we let ˛ be a primitive .qn�1/=.q�1/-st
root of unity, we may consider a semisimple element g with eigenvalues

˛; ˛q; : : : ; ˛q
n�1

:

Then, for any x1; : : : ; xn as above, there must be an integer 0� ˇ � n�1 such that

qn�1x1C q
n�2x2C � � �C xn � q

ˇ .mod .qn� 1/=.q� 1//:

Fix some 1� i �n�1, and consider two permutations x1; : : : ; xn and x01; : : : ; x
0
n

as above which satisfy xiDx0i for 1� i �n�2, xn�1Dai , xnDaiC1, x0n�1DaiC1
and x0n D ai . Taking the difference of the two expressions

qn�1x1C q
n�2x2C � � �C xn and qn�1x01C q

n�2x02C � � �C x
0
n;

we conclude that there are integers 0� ˇ;  � n� 1 such that

.q� 1/.ai � aiC1/� q
ˇ
� q .mod .qn� 1/=.q� 1//:
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Since n � 3, we have 0 � .q � 1/.ai � aiC1/ � .q � 1/2 < .qn � 1/=.q � 1/, and
we conclude that either ˇ �  and .q � 1/.ai � aiC1/ D qˇ � q , or ˇ <  and
.q� 1/.ai � aiC1/D .q

n� 1/=.q� 1/C qˇ � q . In the second case, we have

.q� 1/2 � .q� 1/.ai � aiC1/

D .qn� 1/=.q� 1/C qˇ � q

� .qn� 1/=.q� 1/C 1� qn�1

D qn�2C � � �C qC 2:

This is a contradiction if n� 4. If nD 3, .q3�1/=.q�1/� 3 .mod q�1/, so that
.q� 1/ j 3, which is a contradiction as p > 2.

Thus it must be the case that ˇ �  and .q� 1/.ai � aiC1/D qˇ � q , so that
ai � aiC1 is congruent mod p to 0 or 1, and thus ai � aiC1 D 0 or 1. In particular,
for each i we have 0� ai � an � n� 1� p� 1.

We now repeat the above analysis. Fix some 1 � i � n � 1, and consider
two permutations x1; : : : ; xn and x01; : : : ; x

0
n as above which satisfy xi D x0i for

1� i �n�2, xn�1Dai , xnDan, x0n�1Dan and x0nDai . Taking the difference of
the two expressions qn�1x1Cqn�2x2C� � �Cxn and qn�1x01Cq

n�2x02C� � �Cx
0
n,

and using that 0 � ai � an � p � 1 � q � 1, we conclude as before that each
ai�anD0 or 1. Thus there must be an integer 1� r�nwith a1D� � �DarDanC1,
arC1 D � � � D an.

Returning to the original congruences

qn�1x1C q
n�2x2C � � �C xn � q

ˇ .mod .qn� 1/=.q� 1//;

we see that the left side is congruent to a sum of precisely r distinct values qj ,
1� j � n� 1. Thus r D 1, and � jSLn.k0/ is the standard representation of SLn.k0/,
i.e., � jSLn.k0/ Š �jSLn.k0/. By part (2) of Lemma 4.1.8, we see that there is a
character � WG! k� with �jSLn.k0/ D 1 such that � Š �˝�.

To complete the proof, we must show that � is trivial. Take g 2 G; we will
show that �.g/ D 1. If g0 2 G has detg0 D detg, then g.g0/�1 2 SLn.k0/, so
�.g0/D �.g/. First, note that by assumption we can write g D �h, with � 2 k�,
h 2 GLn.k0/. Choose h0 2 GLn.k0/ to have eigenvalues f1; : : : ; 1; det.h/g. Then
h.h0/�1 2 SLn.k0/�G, so g0 WD �h0 is an element of G. Then the hypothesis on
� and � shows that the eigenvalues of �.g0/g0 D �.g/g0 are contained in the set of
eigenvalues of g0, so that if �.g/¤ 1 we must have �.g/D det.h/D�1. Assume
for the sake of contradiction that this is the case. If n is odd, then we now choose
h0 to have eigenvalues f�1; : : : ;�1g, and we immediately obtain a contradiction
from the same argument. If n is even then since p � n we have p � 5 (recall that
we are assuming n� 3), and we may choose a 2 .k0/�, a¤˙1. Then choosing h0

to have eigenvalues f1; : : : ; 1; a;�1=ag gives a contradiction. �
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4.2. Representations whose image is generated by regular elements. Recall that
a square matrix with entries in k is said to be regular if its minimal polynomial and
characteristic polynomial coincide.

Lemma 4.2.1. If � WG! GLn.k/ and � WG! GLn.k/ are representations such
that the image �.G/ is generated by its subset of regular elements, and for every
g 2G the characteristic polynomial of �.g/ annihilates �.g/, then det �D det � .

Proof. Let g 2G be an element such that �.g/ is regular. Then the characteristic
polynomials of �.g/ and �.g/ must be equal (since the minimal and characteristic
polynomials of �.g/ coincide and the characteristic polynomial of �.g/ annihilates
�.g/), so det �.g/ D det �.g/. Since �.G/ is generated by its subset of regular
elements, the result follows. �

In fact, we actually need a slight generalisation of this result, where we simply
have a collection of characteristic polynomials, rather than a representation �.
Suppose that for each g 2G we have a monic polynomial

�g.X/DX
n
� a1.g/X

n�1
C � � �C .�1/nan.g/ 2 kŒX�

of degree n with the property that for all g, h 2G, we have an.gh/D an.g/an.h/.

Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that � WG! GLn.k/ is a representation with the property
that �.G/ is generated by its subset of regular elements, and that for each g 2 G
we have �g.�.g//D 0. Then for each g 2G we have det �.g/D an.g/.

Proof. This may be proved in exactly the same way as Lemma 4.2.1. �

Let � WG! GL3.k/ be irreducible. Our goal is to give criteria for � to satisfy
the following hypothesis, in order to apply the previous lemmas:

Hypothesis 4.2.3. The image �.G/ is generated by its subset of regular elements.

Lemma 4.2.4. If � WG! GL3.k/ is irreducible, and if either

(1) � is isomorphic to an induction IndGH  , where H is a normal subgroup of
index 3 in G and  WH ! k� is a character, or

(2) �.G/ contains a regular unipotent element,

then � satisfies Hypothesis 4.2.3.

Proof. Suppose first that � is isomorphic to an induction IndGH  . Since H is a
proper subgroup of G, the set of elements G �H generates G. If g 2G �H then
the characteristic polynomial of �.g/ is of the form X3�˛. If p ¤ 3 then this has
distinct roots, so �.g/ is regular, and if p D 3 then it is easy to check that �.g/ is
the product of a scalar matrix and a unipotent matrix, and is regular.

Suppose now that �.G/ contains a regular unipotent element. For ease of notation,
we will refer to �.G/ as G from now on. Let H be the subgroup of G generated
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by the regular elements, and assume for the sake of contradiction that H is a proper
subgroup of G. We claim that H contains every scalar matrix in G; this is true
because the product of a scalar matrix and a regular matrix is again a regular matrix.
Consider an element g 2G �H ; since it is not regular, and not scalar, it acts as a
scalar on some unique plane in k3. We write `g for the corresponding line in P2.k/.

Let h be the given regular unipotent element in H . Then h stabilises a unique
line in k3, so a unique point P 2P2.k/. As g 2G�H , we also have gh 2G�H .
Then `g \ `gh is nonempty, so there is a point Q 2 P2.k/ which is fixed by g
and gh. It is thus also fixed by h, so in fact Q D P . Since g was an arbitrary
element of G �H , we see that every element of G �H fixes P , and since G is
generated by G�H , this implies that every element of G fixes P . This contradicts
the assumption that � is irreducible. �

Appendix: Cohomology of pairs

A.1. Étale cohomology of a pair. Let X be a scheme, finite-type and separated
over a field, let Z be a closed subscheme, and write j W U ,! X for the open
immersion of the complement U WDX nZ into X . As in Section 1, we let E be an
algebraic extension of Qp, where p is invertible on X , let kE denote the residue
field of E, and we let A be one of E or kE . We define the étale cohomology of
the pair .X;Z/ with coefficients in A to be the étale cohomology of the sheaf jŠA
on X , i.e., we write

H �ét.X;Z;A/ WDH
�

ét.X; jŠA/:

If i WZ ,!X is the closed immersion of Z, then the short exact sequence

0 �! jŠA �! A �! i�A �! 0

gives rise to a long exact sequence

� � � �!Hm
ét .Z;A/�!HmC1

ét .X;Z;A/�!HmC1
ét .X;A/�!HmC1

ét .Z;A/�!� � � ;

which is the long exact cohomology sequence of the pair .X;Z/.
We are particularly interested in the case of a pair .X nY;Z nY /, where X is a

smooth projective variety over a separably closed field, and Y and Z are smooth
divisors on X which meet transversely. In this case we have a Cartesian diagram of
open immersions

X n .Y [Z/
j

//

k0

��

X nY

k
��

X nZ
j 0

// X

(A.1.1)
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According to the above definition, the cohomology of the pair .X n Y;Z n Y / is
computed as the cohomology of the sheaf jŠA on X n Y , which is canonically
isomorphic to the cohomology of the complex Rk�jŠA on X . An important point
is that there is a canonical isomorphism

j 0ŠRk
0
�A �!
� Rk�jŠA: (A.1.2)

(See the discussion of §III (b) on p. 44 of [Faltings 1989].)

A.2. Verdier duality. Verdier duality [SGA 43 1973, Exposé XVIII; Verdier 1967]
states that if f WX ! S is a morphism of finite-type and separated schemes over a
separably closed field k, then, for any constructible étale A-sheaves F on X and G

on S , there is a canonical isomorphism (in the derived category) of complexes of
étale sheaves on S

RHom.RfŠF;G/ŠRf�RHom.F; f ŠG/:

We recall some standard special cases of this isomorphism, in the context of the
diagram (A.1.1).

Taking f to be k0 (and recalling that k0 is an open immersion), we obtain an
isomorphism

RHom.k0ŠA;A/ŠRk
0
�RHom.A;A/DRk0�A;

and hence, by double duality, an isomorphism

RHom.Rk0�A;A/Š k
0
ŠA: (A.2.1)

Next, taking f to be j 0, and taking into account (A.1.2) and (A.2.1), we obtain
isomorphisms

RHom.Rk�jŠA;A/ŠRHom.j 0ŠRk
0
�A;A/ŠRj

0
�RHom.Rk0�A;A/ŠRj

0
�k
0
ŠA:

Finally, taking f to the natural map X! Spec k, and recalling that in this case we
have

f ŠAD AŒ2d�.d/

(where d is the dimension of X ; see [SGA 43 1973, Exposé XVIII, Théorème
3.2.5]) and that Rf� D RfŠ (since f is proper, the variety X being projective by
assumption), we find that

RHom.Rf�Rk�jŠA;A/ŠRf�RHom.Rk�jŠA;AŒ2d �.d//

ŠRf�Rj
0
�k
0
ŠAŒ2d�.d/:

Passing to cohomology, we find that Hm
ét .X nY;Z nY;A/ is in natural duality with

H 2d�m.X nZ; Y nZ;A/.d/.
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A.3. Vanishing outside of, and torsion-freeness in, the middle degree. We con-
tinue to assume that X is a smooth projective variety of dimension d over the
separably closed field k, and that Y and Z are smooth divisors on X which meet
transversely, but, in addition, we now assume that the complementsX nY andX nZ
are affine (and hence also that Z nY and Y nZ are affine). This latter assumption
implies that Hm

ét .X nY;A/ vanishes if m> d and that Hm
ét .Z nY;A/ vanishes if

m� d [SGA 43 1973, Exposé XIV, Corollaire 3.3]. By the long exact cohomology
sequence of the pair .X nY; Y nZ/, we see that Hm

ét .X nY;Z nY;A/ vanishes if
m>d . Similarly, we see thatH 2d�m.XnZ; Y nZ;A/.d/ vanishes ifm<d . Hence,
by the duality between Hm

ét .X nY;Z nY;A/ and H 2d�m.X nZ; Y nZ;A/.d/, we
find that both vanish unless mD d .

Let OE denote the ring of integers in E. Suppose momentarily that E=Qp is
finite, and let $ be a uniformiser of OE . From a consideration of the cohomology
long exact sequence arising from the short exact sequence of sheaves

0 �! OE=$
n $ �
���! OE=$

nC1
�! kE �! 0;

and arguing inductively on n, we find that Hm
ét .X n Y;Z n Y;OE=$

n/ vanishes
in degrees other than mD d for all n. Passing to the projective limit over n, we
see that the same is true of Hm

ét .X nY;Z nY;OE /. Finally, a consideration of the
cohomology long exact sequence arising from the short exact sequence

0 �! OE
$ �
���! OE �! kE �! 0

shows that Hd
ét .X nY;Z nY;OE / is torsion-free.

By passage to the direct limit over subfields of E which are finite over Qp, we
see that these properties continue to hold for arbitrary algebraic extensions E=Qp .
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